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o the Tunku and Mahathir
have met. And Razaleigh
has agreed to meet Mahathir. They want to restore 'Malay
unity'.
Will the Razaleigh-Mahathir
meeting lead to the reunification of
the two UMNOs - Semangat 46
and UMNO Baru, UMNO Razaleigh and UMNO Mahathir? Will it
lead to the dissolution of Semangat
46? If that happens, what will be
PAS's position? And what of
Angkatan Perpaduan Ummah? And
what of the DAP which is prepared
to work with Semangat? And more
important, how will all this affect
the coming General Election?
We don't want to speculate on
what will happen as a result of the
Razaleigh-Mahathir meeting. It
may herald certain changes in
Malay and Malaysian politics. It
may not.
But our concern is something
else. Why do we attach so much
importance to personalities in
politics? Of course, individuals are

In this short essay,
CHANDRA MUZAFFAR
argues that we should move
away from the politics of
personalities to the politics of
principles. He uses the
proposed Razaleigh-Mahathir
meeting as his focus.

important. Are they so importantthat fundamental issues, basic
questions of right and wrong,
should be submerged by the politics
of personalities?

''

Issues have very
little intrinsic worth
for those who
worship power
above everything
else

'2

And yet this is what is happening in our country at the
moment. Politics, especially UMNO
(and this includes Semangat 46)
and Barisan polltics. revolve around
personalities. It is the politics of the
3Ps - personalities, poSition ~d
power
One of the reasons why personallties dominate in the politics
of UMNO and Barisan is because
of the obsesston with position and
power. When position and power
become the be-ail and end-all of a
struggle, loyalties tend to be built
around personalities. Issues are
raised only because they serve to
enhance the position of a particuJar
seeker of power. The issues in
themselves, however crucial they
are, and the values they embody,
however fundamental they may be,
have very little intrinsic worth for
those who worship power above
everything else. There is no real
concern for issues; no genuine
commitment to values.
Why is 3P politics so strong in
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Malaysian politics? Part of the
explanation is the feudal background of Malaysian society. In
Malay feudal politics - as in feudal
politics everywhere - it was invariably personalities. their positions
and their privileges that mattered.
Since there has been no clean,
clear-cut break from feudal political
culture, some of the values and
attitudes of that epoch ill htstory
continue to exert some influence
upon contemporary politics.
A more important reason, it
seems to me. is the tremendous
importance that the vast majority
of Malays attach to political power
as a means of protecting the
economic and cultural position of
the community Political power is
often perceived as the only way of
guaranteeing that Malaysia remains
a Malay cultural homeland and that
the economic well-bemg of a rela·
tively disadvantaged ethnic group
is secured, in the face of the challenge posed by a numerically stgruficant and economically stronger
non-Malay community
There is perhaps a third reason.
Political power today, for both
Malays and oon-Malays associated
with the establishment, has become
the most convenient route for
acquiring economtc wealth. Politics
has made millionaires out of many
ordinary mortals. with . meagre
resources. This is why there is such
a frenzied scramble to obtain a
foothold in the hierarchy of power
within U1e Bansan parties. 1l is the
easy access to riches w!llch establishment politics provides. that is
partly responsible for the frightening rise in corruption in the
country.

RazaJeigh with Pas leaders: What now for Angkatan Perpaduan
Ummab?
We don't want that sort of
politics. For us. politics must be
based upon principles. In an age
that regards the cynical, crafty
manipulator of power and people
as a political genius, it may sound a
little old fashioned to plead for the
politics- of princtples. But without
principles to guide one's exercise
of, . or quest for. power. politics
invariably degenerates into crass
self·aggrandiscment. This is why
one of the most illustrious freedom·
fighters of our century o nce described politics without principles as
one of the seven social sins.
If we viewed the proposed Razaleig.h-Mahathir meeting from lhc
perspective of politics based upon
principles. we would ask certain
fundamental questions. What will
U1e meeting do for one of the most
fundamental principles of a civillized society - the independence of
the Judiciary? Will Dr Mahathir
acknowledge pubhcly that he did
something terribly wrong in the
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Tun Salleh episode? How will Tun
Salleh be compensated? And what
about the grave injustice perpetrated against Tan Sri Wan Sulciman and Datuk George Seab? Even
more crucial, will Dr Mahathir
restore the powers of the Judiciary
by abrogating the amendment to
1\iticle 121 of the constitution? It
is equally pertinent to ask · Will he
restore judiciary review which, in
some ways, h the essence of judicial
authority, to the courts by
repealing all those amendments he
· made in the last two years to the ..
Publications Act, the Societies Act
and llie Internal Security Act?
Dr Mahathir. let it not be
forgotten, also arrested a whoie
array of individuals under the
infamous Operation Lallang of
October-November 1987. Many
innocent people suffered the ordeal
of detention without trial. The
Internal Security Act (ISA) itself
has been amended twice. In lhe
process. the right of an ISA

detainee to file a writ of llabeas
corpus has been virtually eliminated. When political personalines
seek reconciliation with one
another, are we expected to purge
our memoritls of aU these
injustices?
Then there is the question of the
Bahasa Malaysia and English dailies
which have been transfom1ed into
mere mouthp1eces of the ruling
elite. It is through his effective
control over the daiJy newspapers
in these two languages that Dr
Mahathir has strengthened his hold
upon the masses. Jle has, in the last
two years 10 particular, allowed
very little scope for dissenting
views. Will that change now?
Will unity talks between Raza·
leigh and Mahathir persuade the
government to stop abusing the
electronic media in such a blatant
fashion? During the recent UMNO
Baru General Assembly, for
instance, so much television time
was devoted to the party's meeting.
There were special programmes on
the Assembly. No other political
party in the country - not even
oilier Barisan Nasional parties - bas
been given even a thousandth of
what UMNO has been bestowed
with in terms of media facilities. It
is significant that Parliament, tlle
highest legislative body in the land,
does not receive even a small
fraction of UMNO Baru's media
coverage.
If media abuse is a far more
important question for tlle future
of parliamentary democracy than
the differences between two politicians, then the fmancial scandals
of the last few years are far more
significant for the honour and
integrity of the nation than the
quarrel between UMNO Baru and
Semangat 46. Will all the anger and
unhappiness over UEM, Sports
Toto, the gaming licences, the
Saujana car hire Licences, UMBC,
EPF-Makuwasa and indeed BMF,
just evaporate into thin air, in tlle
face of all the argumems about
ethnic solidarity and communal
unity?
And that's not all. What about
the CHOGM extravaganza? If our
politics is based upon principles. we
should continue to demand that

the government provides a comprehensive. honest report on how
much was spent and how it spent
the rakyal's money. There have
been otl1er instances of wasteful
expenditure where the publ.Jc
should insist upon accountability.
Public accountability as a principle
of good government goes beyond
personalliies and positions.
One of the reasons why issues
pertaining to public accountability,
or for that matter. the integrity of
public officials, have not emerged
as major concerns among the
people, is because of one of the
dominant characteristics of Malaysian politics - its personality-

centredness. ll IS this pcrsonah· .·.
centredness of Malaysian politics
which is partly responsible f<:r
tllwarting the growth of debate and
discussion on fundamental issues
such as the nature and direction of
development. 1t is also one of the
causes of our inability to explore
how modernisation and economic
progress have impacted upon the
human being and his spiritual
essence
There is no doubt at all that it is
in the mterest of both the individual and soc1ety to move away
from 3P politics. 3P politics must
be replaced by IP politics
the
politics of principles.
•

ALIRAN FORUM

A

!iran held a public forum on "The State o r Freedom
and Democracy in Malaysia" on I 6th October
1989 al Federal Hotel, Kuala Lumpur. It was
attended by about 700 people. The topic wu timely as it
commemorates the 2nd Anniversary or Operation l..ai.Jug
which fell on 27th October, I 989. One of the speakers,
Dr. Chandra Muzaffar obwrved that Operation La liang had
driven home the meaning or feu amongst the Malaysian
public - the fear to s~k out against what is wrong and
defend what is right. The other two speakers. both lawyers,
dealt with the legal dimen)ions and the whittling down or
our constitutional rigqt of freedom and democracy. ~~
Al.iz Ad druse, In his paper on "f'reedom of the Press" read
by Endk Zainur Zabria, dealt with the Sedition Act,
Official Secrets Act and Printing Presses Act which impinge
on freedom and demoaacy. Mr. ChQoi Mun Sou dtalt •ith
"Freedom of Religion and Freedom in Eoonomic Ufe". He
observed that certain state legislations have watered down
our limited freedom of religion. In the economic a.rena,
Mr. Chooi examined the ramifications or the New Economic
Policy, Foreign Investments Committee, Sr.te Exco's
alienation of land and the issue of timber concession' and
formed the opinion thai there is limited freedom in the
economic uem but even then, there is a qstematic
whittling down of such limited rights. A1iran President,
Dr. Owldra stressed the importance of freedom of
expression: without which it will not be pouible to expc»e
injuroce and espouse justice. He sadly noted that m())t of
the urban middle-clus professionals and executives were
obsessed with malting money and getting rich and had no
time to espoUR the caUR of freedom and democracy. He
urged us to reaJise that if we genuinely want f..reedom, we
must be prepared to pay the price for such an exalted ideal.
lie quoted Jose Rlzal, the Filipino Reformer who once said,
"We must secure liberty by malting ourseh-e~ worthy of
it. .. , by Jovmgjustice, right ... even to the extent or dying
for them. And when a people, reaches that height, God will
provide a weapon .... , the tyranny will crumble like a house
or cards and liberty will shine out like the rust da~n".
e

Bello E. I., Loo
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JUDICIARY

ASSAULT
ON THE JUDICIARY
How has it affected Malaysians?
here is no denying this: no
event, no episode in recent
years has shocked the ordinary citizen as much as the suspension and then the sacking of the
fom1e-r Lord President Tun Salleh
Abas. The suspension of five Supreme Court judges a little more
than a month after Tun Salleh's suspension, followed by the dismissal
of two of them, also sent shock
waves down the spine of the nation.
Of course, not everyone was
affected by the sacking of these
three senior judges. A huge segment
of our society - leaving aside those
who may be ignorant or illiterate -

T

The assault on the Judiciary
has helped to nise public
consciousness on certain
aspects of democracy
CHANDRA MUZAFFAR says
in retrospect.
is known to be indifferent and apathetic when it comes to politics and
public affairs. These Malaysians just
cannot be bothered by issues such
as the independence of the Judiciary or the rule of law or fundamental human rights.
Nonetheless, a lot of other Malaysians were concerned about Tun

-

Sacked: Tun Salleh, Tan Sri Wan Suleiman and Datuk George Seah.
Death blow for an independent J udiciary.
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Salleh and the five suspended
judges (Tan Sri Wan Suleiman, Datuk George Seah, Tan Sri Azmi Kamaruddin, Tan Sri Eusoffe Abdoolcader and Tan Sri Wan Hamzah.
The first two were subsequently removed by a Tribunal. The last three
were re-instated) as reflected in the
result of the Johor Baru Parliamentary by-election. In that by-election,
the first to be held after the suspensions and the sacking, the candidate
who won, Datuk Shahrir Samad,
made the assault on the Judiciary
one of the most important issues in
his campaign. From numerous accounts of voter sentiments, the
sacking of Tun Salleh and the suspension of the Ove Supreme Court
Judges, it is said, was that one issue
which had the greatest impact upon
the mind of the Johor Baru voter.
It was largely responsible for Datuk
Shahrir's mammoth victory margin
of 12,613 votes over the candidate
from the ruling Barisan Nasional.
The Johor Baru protest against
the assault on the 1 udiciary is significant for a number of reasons. It
is one of the most multi-ethnic parliamentary constituencies in the
country, a microcosm of the population structure of Peninsular Malaysia. Unlike oU1er major cities in
the country which had been badly
mauled by the recession of 198~87, Johor Baru has remained quite
prosperous. Jf, in spite of this prosperity, the majority chose to protest against the assault on the Judiciary, then that issue must have
stirred the emotions of the people.
Besides, the Barisan Nasional Government offered all sorts of in-

a mammoth margin: Voter sentiment in JB was clearly

against the assault on the Judiciary.
ducements in the name of development in order to entice the voters.
It must also be borne in mind that
Johor Baru is a constituency that
had always been in the hands of the
ruling coalition. I n fact Johor IS a
State where the ruling coalition has
been almost invincible.
The electoral verdict in yet ano·
ther constituency in Johor - Parit
Raja - can also be used as a measuring·rod of the people's feelings
about what has been happening to
the Judiciary. Though the lndepen·
dent candidate, who campaigned
vigorously for the restoration of
Tun Saileh as the Lord President
lost, his narrow defeat was, nonetheless, indicative of sentiments in a
rural State constituency. The dismissal of Tun Salleh and the other
Supreme Court judges, according to
most analysts. was undoubtedly
one of the most crucial issues in
that by-election. ranking next to
the UMNO crisis in importance.
Parit Raja and Johor Baru taken
together show that rural and urban
Johor, J ohoreans of all communi·
ties and in all walks of life, are un·

happy about the Government's
assault upon the Judiciary. There is
no reason to believe that these sen·
timents do not exist in other pam
of the country. From my own in·
teractioos with individuals and
groups, it is apparent that Malaysians in other places also regard the
removal of the tluee judges as a travesty of justice. The general feeling
is tha t a terrible wrong has been
~one.

Different Perceptions
The injustice itself is. however,
perceived in different ways b}
different groups in society. The
middle and upper classes espe·
cially those lawyers, academics.
civil servants, business executives
and so on, who are critical of
the assault on the Judiciary tend
to focus upon the hollowness of the
allegations against Tun Salleh in
particular. They are disgusted that
the Executive had gone out of the
way to knock down the former
Lord President by exploiting and
distorting every little word and
deed of his in order to concoct a
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case against him. Thus, his attempt
to explam why interpretation is
part and parcel of the law is distorted to impute that Tun Salleh was
advocating an islamic legal system
for the country. Thus, his adjourn·
ing sine die an appeal concerning a
minor who had converted to Islam
is given a mischievous connotation
when in fact the former Lord Pre·
sident was only responding to an
application from the ApeUant's solicitors. Thus. some innocent
comment he had made about bud
getary allocations for the Ministry
of Justice and the Courts is blown
out of proportion with the intention of tarnishing his integrity.
Most of all. the middle and
upper classes are piqued that Tun
Salleh should be accused of under·
mining :•public confidence in the
Govenunent's administration of
this country in accordance with
law" JUSt because he had chosen to
defend the Judiciary in the face of
a barrage of attacks upon the Judi·
ciary by the Prime Minister. In lus
excellent repl} to the allegations
against him, Tun Salleh has shown
that he was merel) performing his
duty as the head of the Judiciary
by clarifying what the independent
authority of the Judiciary means, in
a situation where the Prime Minis·
ter was making increasingly virulent
criticisms of the institution.
It is interesting that among the
working class in the urban areas it is
not so much the hollowness of the
allegations against Tun Salleh as the
motive behind his sacking which
appears to have angered them. They
are clear in their minds that the for·
mer Lord President was removed
because the Prime Minister and perhaps other leaders too were afraid
that the Supreme Court quorum
which Tun Salleh was planning for
the appeal of the VMNO 11' would
decide against their interests. Removing Tun Sallch in that context
was perceived as a grossly unfair
act. A judge, in the thinking of the
average Malaysian, is like a referee
in a football match. He has to be
neutJal. ll is wrong to get rid of a
referee simply because one fears
that his impartiality may lead to
one's own defeat!
·
The idea of an impartial judge is

also strongly embedded in the psychic of the rural population. Indeed, what a judge is, and what his
role is, are concepts which are easily understood by the rural community, given its Islamic background .
The Qadi who mediates in disputes
within the community, who is expected to be fair and just in his decisions, parallels the modem judge.
For that reason, the judge as an institution commands respect and demands reverenc~ . It is because the
institution is held in such hlgh esteem that the Government's action
against the fom1er Lord President
and the two Supreme Court Judges.
provoked so much antipathy and
even antagonism among the rural
voters of Parit Raja. It was seen as
an extreme, somewhat arrogant act
bereft of respect and consideration
for one of the highest offices of the
land.
In the eyes of rural Malays with
their Islamic values and principles
of living, the Prime Minister had
violated the nom1s of moderation
and restraint. He had abused his power. They felt this way because
they also knew that the real motive
behind the removal of the Lord Pre-'
sident was to ensure that the Prime
Minister's position would be secure.
When lhe pursuit of self-interest becomes too vulgar, the rural MalayMuslim community sometimes displays its revulsion. And when the
victim of the pursuit of that selfinterest is seen as a pious man, as an
innocent human being, one can expect an effusion of sympathy for
him.

restructuring of UMNO to guarantee his absolute control over the
party, his amendments to laws
affecting freedom of expression and
freedom of assembly to reinforce
Executive power, his wide-ranging
Internal Security Act (JSA) arrests
to curb dissent and to discourage
the rapidly growing demand for public accountability, had all created
serious doubts about the Prime Minister's professed commitment to
democratic principles and practices.
Indeed, the evidence showed that
the Prime Minister was becoming
increasingly authoritarian. This is
why when he moved against the
Lord President it was as if he had
taken that ultimate. decisive step to
ensure his total control and dominance over the entire political system.

Adverse Impact
The assault on the Judiciary,
needless to say, is bound to have an
adverse impact upon Malaysian society as a whole. Ordinary citizens
will have less and Jess faith in the
independence and integrity of the
Judiciary. This lack of faith will
manifest itself especiaUy in litigation involving the Stale and the interests it represents, both directly
and indirectly. The Judiciary for its
pan - after what it has gone through
- may decide that it is safer to
serve authority than to seck justice.
Subservience and servility may then
become acceptable norms. Sycophancy may develop into a ftne art.
There is no doubt that a Judiciary that can no longer command
the respect of the people will soon-

11(£ fu~~~i of t11'•s KE"~·,~G.
I'S To CO)J~Mt.J YOIJ To
bE'"H tt't A {~IR T"-''L J

Erosion of Credibility
It is apparent from our anaJy.

sis of the perceptions of different
groups within the Malaysian public
that the justifications put forward
by Government leaders for their action against the Judiciary have not
convinced a lot of people. If 1t has
been difficult to persuade people
that the Government was right. it is
partly because the sacking of Tun
Salleh and of Tan Sri Wan Suleiman
and Datuk George Seah came in the
wake of a series of events which
had already eroded the credibility
of the Mahathlr administration.
Datuk Seri Dr Mahathlr Mohamad's
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er or later, bring the poltucal leadership itself into public odium.
For the Judiciary's subservience
will be attributed tQ the political
leadership's desire for unquestioning obedience to its will. At the
same time , a political leadership as it should be obvious by now which is not held in check by an in·
dependent Judiciary will become
more arrogant, more haughty, more
authoritarian. Since neither institution nor individual, neither Court
nor custom, neither pnnciple nor
practice will be able to restrain the
leadership's power, it could abuse
its authority according to its whin1s
and fanc1es.
Though the destruction of judicial independence has adverse consequences for society, there is
enough evidence to suggest that the
entire 'suspensions and sackings'epi·
sode has helped to raise public coo·
sciousness on certain aspects of democracy. Malaysians at all levels of

society - and especially the poor
and powerless
are much more
aware today l11a.n ever before of the
significance of an independent Judicial). of the distinction between
law and justice, of how the mle of
law can become rule by law, of the
separate spheres of authority of the
Judiciary, the E:.xecunve ond the
Legislature. Tenns and phrases such
as 'controlling judges', 'interfering
with the au thority of the judges',
'concentrating power with one man',
'no checks and balances' have
seeped into the vocabulary of the
people - includmg those living in
rural areas who are often shielded
by t11e authorities from the
innuence of non-estabhshment
ideas on freedom and democracy.
Indeed, the assault on the Jutliciary which is of course part of the
larger UMNO crisis has, uonically,
accomplished much more by way
of mass political education than all
Ute pamphlets and booklets pro-

duced on democracy and human
nghts for the mtellectual consumption of the ordmary Mnlaystan. For
that reason it is. in a sense, fortunate that the assault on the J utlicia1)' IS so closely intertwined with the
crisis in UMNO. It l1as hastened the
diffusion of ideas on the Jutliciary
and democracy to the pad1-roots of
our society in an unprecedented
manner.
Tins is how 1L should be. For in
the ultin13te analysis it is not the
Courts or the laws. it is not Parliament or the Legislators, 1t ts not rhe
policy-makers or even the political
dissidents, who can protect the independence of the Judiciary. It is
only the ordinary human being who
can ensure that judges remain free
lo judge. When the commitment to
an independent Judiciaf) is deeply
rooted in the hearts and minds of
each and every Malaystan. we can
be sure that judges will be safe and
•
the Judiciary will be secure.

ACT OF SHAME
Tun Mohd. Suffian on the sacking
of Tun Salleh Abas , "For the first time in
my life , I was ashamed of being Malaysian!"
or some 40 years l had spent
my life in the law - appearing and arguing before our
judges and finally for seven years as
Lord President, a post 1 had never
thought of attaining even in my wildest dream when I fust entered the
public service. Public confidence in
an independent judiciary cannol be
built up in a day and my predecessors have for generations nurtured
and built up a great reputation not
t>nly in South East Asia but throughout the Commonwealth.
Until recently, judicial appoint·
ment was regarded as a great honour and l took great care to maintain and enhance the reputation of
our judiciary as Guardians of the

F

Constitution, Upholders of the
Rule of Law, Protectors of the Poor
and Oppressed against Tyranny and
Criminals. I valued its reputation
for integrity, ability and courage to
decide disputes impartially, justly
and without fear or favour.
To some extent I feel personally
responsible for Tun Salleh Abas'
misfortllfle, for it was 1 wl1o brought
him into the Courts from the Attorney-General's Chambers because of
his superior qualifications, great
ability as a jurist, his senionty in
the service anc.J above all, of Iris outstandmg moral character. None of
these qualities can be taken away
from him by any Tribunal, be it
ever so high.
·
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What happened to Tun Salleh
ond our Supreme Court judges has
shown that what took generations
to build up can be destro}ed in one
day and wiU take many years torebuild.
Our media does not dare pubJish
the whole truth and expose abuse
of power and wickedness. though
improprieties 10 high places do not
pass unnoticed b> many of its unhappy practmoners. Consequently,
the public has only been fed the
untruthful and distorted official
version of an unprecedented episode that bnngs shame not only to
the perpetrato~ of the crime which
left our judiciary in a shambles, but
also shame to the whole country.

We watched helplessly as a provi·
s1on written imo the Constitution
by Tunku AbduJ Rahman. Tun
Ra1-ak, Tun Dr Ismail, Tun Tan
Siew Sin, Tun Sarnbanthan and
others to secure the independence
of the judiciary, w.as being diaboJi.
cally US!ld to wreck it.
This full-scale book by Tun Salleh
and Mr K. Das (unlike the witnesses
before the Tribunal who were made
to swear to tell the truth and no·
thing but the truth but significantly
were not made to ·swear to tell the
whole truth) for the first time reveals the whole truth and the real
reasons why the high dignituries di·
rectly involved wanted TuJl SaJJeh
out of the way at all costs and the
unfatr devices and means used to
achieve their purpose.
1 was 10 Geneva when I ftrst
heard on the BBC World Service of
Tun Salleh's suspension and you
can imagine bow flabbergasted 1
was. I never thought that what
happened in ldi AmiD's Uganda
could happen in Malaysia. And
when foreign friends in Europe,
America and elsewhere questioned
me about it, for the first time in my
life I was ashamed of being Malaysian.
And when later I heard of the
identities of the Malaysian members
of the Tribunal -none were SaJieh's
peers or betters and all but one who
wore the same old school tie as the
Prime Minister - I knew at once
that Tun Salleh's fate was sealed,
no matter how just his case or what
he said or did in defence. And so it
was. With dazzling speed , he was
out in three months in contrast to a
humble clerk who couJd not be
fired in less than three years.
We, who see today's ominous
campaign in the controlled media
against the Bar, will remember the
similar press campaign thal preced·
ed the blows that destroyed the in·
dependence of the judiciary.
May Allah protect our Jucticiary
and the Dar, shower His blessings
on all of us and punish and destroy
the Wicked.
(Tun Molzd. Suffian made theaboa>e
speech when launching .MA Y DAY
FOR JUSTICE by Tun Salleh A bas
and K. Das on October 15, 1989).

THE BOOK OF
JUDGEMENT
A damning indictment
against the most shocking
incident in Malaysian judicial
history - the sacking of a
Lord President!

MAYDA Y FOR JUSTICE
(THE LORD PRESIDENT'S
VERSION) by Tun Mohamed
Salleh Abas as revealed to K.
Das, with forewords by Tunku
Abdul Rahman Putra and the
lion. Justice Michael Kirby
CMG, Commissioner of the
International Cornmission of
Jurists. -Magnus Books,
Kuala Lumpur, 1989.
415 pages,$ 37.50
(Hard cover).
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n 27 May 1989, the Head of

the Judiciary was summoned to the Prime Minister's
office for an extraordinary meeting
with the Head of the Executive. In
his book, Tun Salleh describes in
vivid and meticulous detail what
transpired at that brief but dramatic
meeting.
The King, it seems, had taken
exception to the Lord President's
letter complainmg about the Prime
Minister's stinging verbal assaults
directed towards the J ucticiary.
Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir also mentioned that "T (Tun Salleh) made
speeches indicating I am biased and
I was not qualified to sit on UMNO
cases."
Tun Salleh notes that "the Prime
Minister from beginning to the end
did not look me right in the eye.
AJJ the time he was looking down
at his table."
For Tun Sallch, however, the
real reason for his removal was
simple. On 23 May 1988, he had
fixed lhe date for the all important
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appeal by the UMNO 1 J dissidents
~be~~oo13fuM~88~a

full quorum of nine Supreme Court
Judges. The implications of that
appeal, if successful, were stag·
gering. "To put it plainly," Tun
Salleh observe~. "the fate of the
Prime Minister hung in the
balance." Little did the Lord President realize at that point that his
own fate had been sealed. Four
days later, Tun Salleh was uncere·
moniously suspended from office.
This is a most compelling and
eminently readable book about one
of the blackest periods in Malaysian
history. A s1ory of courage and
betraya1 and of one man's lonely
struggle for freedom against the
awesome might of both King and
Prin1e Minister.
However, one aspect of the book
I found a little troublesome was the
constant shunting back and forth in
1

'

Tan Sri Wan Suleiman: Heroic

time (for flashbacks and glimpses of
the future) so much so that it
became almost labonous trying to
build a proper picture of the
correct sequence of events. There
were also a few typographical and
other errors but in the face of the
weighty issues involved. l could
well be accused of nit picking.
Indeed, K. Das should be commended for the superb manner in
which he transforms what could
have been a boring treatise fraught
with legalistic jargon into a highly
lucid (except for the problem
mentioned earlier) narrahon with
moments of high drama. The reader
is unwittingly put in Tun Salleh's
shoes and made to feel deeply
involved as the plot thickens.
This is defmitely not a book to
be restricted to politicians and
those in lhe legal fraternity. lt is a
book which all concerned Malaysians simply have to read although
the p'ice at $37-50 is prohibitive
and probably has almost the same
effect as a ban on the book would
have. One hopes that a cheaper
paperback versiOn will be out
before long.
Another highlight of the book is
where the beleaguered Lord President recalls how he was called to
the presence of the Rulers (mmus
the then King). Sultan Azlan Shah
(our present Yang di Pertuan
Agung), in his then capaCJty us
Deputy King, spoke for the rest.
Tun Salleh says, "it seemed that
they came to the conclusion that
the order suspending me must be
revoked immediately." However.
hts euphoria was shortlived as Tun
Salleh goes on to describe his tense
encounter later with the King at
the Jstana in Johor. His (the King's)
"first words after greeting me consisted in asking me bluntly what I
had to say for myself." Tun Sallch
continues, " I did not want to
disrupt his angry flow of words but
when he paused I said that 1 was a
very ordinary person from an
unknown family. I would go back
to my village in Terengganu if need
be, and make a living planting 'ubi'
(tapioca). He looked as if he were
stormed by the idea."
Of his relationshlp with Tan
Sri Hamid Omar, the then Chief

Justice and Chairman of Ute Tribuual who stood to become Lord
President if Tun Salleh were
removed, Tun Salleh remarks dlsdrunlully. "He never stopped trying
to demonstrate that he was. somehow, a more efflcient and more
competent judge than 1 was." ln
short. "he Willi prejudi~:ed against
me."
On Ius meetmg wnh the Attorney-General. Tan Sri Abu Talib
Otlm1an, Tun Salleh relates how the
A-G suggested that if he were to
retire from the job. he (the A-G)
would undertah.e to ensure that
"1 got all my peOSion benefits".
Adds Tun Sallch he also promised
to "~ecure me a job in the International Islanuc Development Bank
in Jeddah.'. On reflection, Tun
Salleh says, "Never did I entertam
the thougtlt that one day be would
turn against me an·d in the way
he did.''
The story would not be complete if no mention were made of
d_le five Supreme Court Judges they were subsequently suspended, .
w1th two of them being removed
from office - who convened an
urgent sitting of the Court on
2 July to hear Tun Salleh's appeal
against the Tribunal. Tun Salleh
explains. "TI1ey knew that m the
mcredible circumstances under
whic;.h matters were proceeding
they were taktng risks of a very
high order." He singles out Tan Sri

Wan Sulaiman Pawan Tch for
special mention. What he did "will
be remembered as the heroic act of
a man of high principles who acted
wtthout fear of lhc consequences
upon llim."
Tun Salleh was a man wronged.
The allegations against him,
e~pecia.lly the one where the Lord
President is accused of advocating
Islamic Law. were so crudely
drafted that even the man in the
street could see it for what it was.
ln the final analysis, although
one cannot help but sympathise
\\ ith Tun Salleh's plight, it is the
damaging blow to the Judiciary that
is the real cause for mourning. For
his removal left the Judiciary in a
shambles. A once proud and independent. though somewlu!t conservative, Bench crumbled to ashes
under lhc sheer weight of Execu tivc
power.
It is not poSSible to do Justice to
this book in these few paragraphs.
One thing is sure, though. This
story ·will take its place in Malaysain folklore and serve as incrlm.i·
nating evidence for a larger
Tribunal comprising future genera'tions of ordinary Malaysians. They
will look back at those turbulent
days and wonder how we ever
allowed justice itself to be put on
trial and condemned to oblivion.

• Anil Noel Netto

Was not neccessity the plea of every
illegal exertion of power or
exercise of oppression?
... Necessity is the plea for every
infringement of human freedom. It is
the argument of tyrants; it is the creed
of slaves.
William Pitt the Younger
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In Malaysia a judge cannot be removed from
office unless he is found guilty of misbehaviour
by a Tribunal consisting of sitting or retired
judges of the Supreme Court of Malaysia or of
any other Commonwealth country. This
procedure might prima facie seem to ensure
security of tenure to the judges but as recent
events in Malaysia have shown it does not. The
power to constitute the Tribunal is given to the
executive and the executive can pack the Tribunal with judges of its own choice; judges who
would be pliant and advise the dismissal of a
judge whom the executive did not like. Judges can
in this way be subjugated to the wiU of the executive. T. Salleh Abas who was the Lord
President of Malaysia and who is here with us
today was tbe victim of the Executive's wrath
and a hand-picked Tribunal chosen by the
Executive found him guilty of misbehaviour.
And what was the misbehaviour? One charge
was that after consultation with his colleagues
and the obtention of their approval, he addressed
a Letter to the King concerning certain attacks
which were made by the Prime Minister on the
judges when they decided cases against the
Government, another charge was that be made
speeches pleading for judicial independence. It
is difficult to see how these two facts would
possibly constitute misbehaviour warrantnig
the dismissal of the Chief Justice. And yet the
Tribunal found him guilty of misbehaviour in a
verdict which was a gross insult to justice and a
death blow to the in"dependence of the judiciary.
And what was the composition of the tribunal?
It was presided over by the judge next in line,
who was appointed acting Lord President and
wh9 clearly had an interest in the removal of
Salleh Abas.
Having regard to this constitution of the
Tribunal, SaUeh Abas moved the Supreme Court
for a stay and five judges of the Supreme Court
sat on a Saturday and granted stay of the pro·
ceedin~ before the Tribunal. The Executive
therefore suspended aU the five judges, acting on

the recommendation of the same Acting Lord
President before whom the proceedings had been
stayed and who was a respondent to the action,
and a Tribunal was set up by the Executive to
inquire into the conduct of the five judges. The
result is that the judiciary in Malaysia is now
cowed down. This is evident from the fact that
on I 0 December 1988- Human Rights day when I (a former Chief Justice of India) was
invited by the Bar Council of Malaysia to give
an address on "Ratification of International
Human Rights Instruments", not a single sitting
judge was present, although it was a function of
the Bar Council of Malaysia and judges were
invited to the function.
We in India have a more fool-proof procedure
to guarantee security of tenure. A judge can be
removed only by an address by both Houses of
Parliament to the President, passed by a special
majority and on the ground of proved misbehaviour or incapacity by a Tribunal constituted
not by the Executive but by the Chief Justice of
India and consisting of sitting members of the
Supreme Court judiciary chosen by a Chief Judge.
that a resolution can be passed by both Houses of
Parliament for removal of the judge and moreo-.
ver, only by a special majority. Thus security of
tenure is fully ensured to a judge.
The Executive sbould have no power to suspend a judge of a Superior Court. lt is power
which can be abused as was done in Malaysia.
Principles 17 to 20 of the Basic Principles on the
Independence of the Judiciary restrict the power
of suspension and should be fully implemented
on the national level No judge should be
removable except for proved misbehaviour or
incapacity and that only after a disciplinary
inquiry by his peers chosen by the Chief Justice
or President of the Supreme Court and not by the
Executive. This procedure should also not be
allowed to be set in motion unless a resolution is
passed by Parliament by a special majority at the
instance of a sizeable number of members.
•

• A 11 .extract from a speech presented by Justice P.N . Bhagwati, former
Chief Justice of India, at the international conference to mark the
tenth anniversary of the Centre For the Independence of Judges and
Lawyers held in Caracas, Venezuela, from 16 - 18 January 1989.

If ou give me six lines

w~tten by the most honest man,
I will find something ln them
to hang him.

cardinal, due de Richelieu
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cy of the Chinese communist govern·
ment. Or was it gratuitously assumed?
Do the legitimate aspirations of the
Chinese people with regard to Human
Rights find expression in their government?
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'HUMAN RIGHTS' IS
UNIVERSAL
ERRORS IN ELECI'ORAL
ROLLS

held without the 1989 electonl rolls
being totally rectified of aU "erron".

VERIFIED INCORRECT
Kota Kinabalu

R

ecent press reports have made
me wonder whether my rights as
1 voter are being protected.
Firstly, in July we read that the PBS
youth had discovered over 19,000 gla·
rillg mirtakes in the 1987 electoral rolls.
Thls was at first lightly dismissed by tlte
Election Commission Secretuy as mere
"coffee-shop" talk and then when confirmed by the State Commission and the
State NRD, we were assured that the
1988 rolls would be correct. n1is assurance was made, it is to be noted, without any hint of how these "errors'' could
have escaped the notice of the Election
Commission. The Coounission had even
flatly disowned any responsibility for
these "errors".
Then, even more "errors" were di&covered In the 1988 rolls ineludi.ng most
of the "erron" in the 1987 rolls. There
does not seem to have been any further
word from the Election Commission on
the issue.
But what is most distressing is the
response from the Prime Minister. We
were told in no uncertain terms that the
"'problem'' arose becawe "people never
bother to check the roUs....•.. befure an
election so that corrections can be made".
Are we then to talce it that the Election
Commission's responsibility is to blindly
register anyone with a blue lC? What
does it mean then to say that the 1988
EJectQI8J rolls has been verified by the
Election Commission? U I, as a YOter,
were to go and verify that my name and
IC number is correct at U1e Penampang
District Council, how would I know If
my JC number is being used by someone
else in Sanda.kan? Does the PM expect
me to travel all over the state verifying
that no one else is using my IC number?
We were even "consoled" that the pro·
blem is not confined to Sabah.
The government has been stressing
that democracy is alive in Malaysia because we have elections. Gran ted that
elections are an essentia I element of
democracy - but what happens to
democracy when the elections are not
democratic? This would certainly be the
case if the General Election were to be

HUMAN RIGHTS NOT A
RELATIVE CONCEPT

E

n. Abdul Rahim Karim uses evi·

dence obtained from sowces in
the West to support his thesis concerning the recent events in China. However there is no such thing as '"bare facts"
because aU data is interpreted by unique.
culturally conditioned individuals. Thus,
En. Abdul Rahim has himself re-inter·
preted the evidence available to him to
challenge Dr. Tan's view of those events.
To the general readership of Aliran
Monthly, the interpretation of those
events is of minimal interest. En. Abdul
Rahim should sp.a re us the controversy.
He could, if he so desires, thrash out the
matter in some technical jownal and let
the experts decide. Even then , I would
be sceptical about the outcome.
What is more important to us is the
question of Human Rights. Uc:re, En.
Abdul Rahim's position is troubling. He
seems to think that Human Rights is a
relative concept. fn his opinion, the U.N.
Olarter would be more internationalized
if it could incorponte elements of Isla·
mic law and Buddhism. If that were the
case, would not the Charter be even
more so if it could also accommodate the
world view of the PeiWlS? And what
about the Indian tribes in the Amazon
jungles? How then, can consensus be
reached on Human Rights wiU1in the in·
temalional community? Who will be the
arbiter? Will it be MIGHT? Such relativi·
sm in 'Human Rights' wiU ultimately
lead to anarchy or totalitarianism. I believe that, in reality, the concept of
Human Rights embodies timeless truths
about the nature of man.
I would also Uke to ask what criteria
was employed to determine the legitima·
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n the past few issues of Aliran
Monthly. there has been this debate
going on between Tan Olee Beng and
Abdul Rabim Karim ~tbout the prodemocracy movement in China.
Both or them have, no doubt, done
much researcli before wtiting their at·
ticles and 1 would like to thank them for
enlightening us.
After analysing both their uti cJes, I
tend to agree with Tan Chee Beng'a
views especially after reading Abdul
Ralilin's latest response (A.M. VoL 9

No.9).
To the layman, like me, when 1 sold·
clier or agent of the government guru
down an una:nned citizen, that is a gross
violation of that peraon's rights. In fact,
it is just like committing murder.
Abdul Rahlm Karim abo Jeellls to
think that ' human ri3hu' is 1 weuern
concept and we Asians have 1 differing
view on this. I feel that just because wes·
temers discovered this concept first, it
doesn't follow that it is only applicable
to westerners. Lee Kuan Yew and Dr.
Mahathir with their reconl of human
rights violations, would probably like us
to think that ' human rights' is 1 western
idea and not important to us Asians.
I would like to point out that ev~n if
the pro-democracy movement in China
were actually a counter-revolutionary
movement in disguise, there is no justification for the Chinese government's
actions. If llllyone were to -sree with
their actions, then, suxely, he would also
applaud the actions of the Pretom and
Tel Aviv regimes in cruming any
opposition.

LESLJELAU
Jpoh

A MALAYSIA FOR
MALAYSIANS AFTER 1990

A

II bad thi~s must come to an
end. The "Quota" srstem must
be terminated and be replaced

by an "Equal Rights for AU" system.
Both the MCA and UMNO must now
make sacrifices to eliminate racial im·
balances in the private and public sectors.
The government should correct the
imbalance in the publ ic sector by
employing more non-Malays especially
Chinese, at aU levels. The Chinese shou ld
bring in more Malays into the private
sector at a ll levels.
Education should take a bold step
backwards in reintroducing the 'merit'
system.
Integration among the races should
nor only be talked about on platforms.
but should also be put in practice. There
must be only one big race- a Malaysian
race. Let not colour, race o r religion be
the criteria in running the country. Instead, let there be a "Human Race"
where we ue aU brothers. I reproduce
here some e>.tntcts on equality from the
Malaysian Constitution.
Article 8(1): AU persons are equal
before the law and e ntitled to the
equal protection of t.h e law. There
shall be no discrimination against any
citizen on the g rounds only of
religion, race, descent or place of
birth•.•.........•

"AU persons of whatever ntce in the
same grade in the service of the Federation shall, subject to the terms
a:nd conditions of their employm ent ,
be treated Impartially."
The Van& DiPertuan Agong, although
directed to safeguud the special positions of Malays, is also c:harged in
the same Article with safeguarding
the ulegilimate" interests or other
commu n ities. (Article 153 does not
override Article 136).

KARUPPAN
Johor 8ohn1

CONSTITUTION OF THE
NATIONAL HUMAN
RIGHTS SOCIETY

I

feel that the Constitutjon of the
National Human Rights Society
(N I:lRS) should include the word
"JUSTICE" in its objectives, as it is the
BlRJll RIGHT of every citizen of Malaysia, and o rdained by the Prophet of
Cod, Muhammad: "AU mankind are the
chiklren of ONE COD. Regulate all
human afrarrs by REASON AND
JUSJ1CE."
It is therefore everyone's d uty to
help one another to obtain R eason and
Justice, In all actions.
Only when REASON AND JUSTICE
prevail, wiU there be uruty in the family,
in the nation and in the world. Our

socjety will the n be able to fulfil Its objectives and operate justly, rightly a nd
objectively, for the benefit o f all concerned without any favouritism.
Our Deputy Prime Minister, speak.i ng
at the UN recently, exhorted those
present to eliminate injustice. Injustice is
the arch enemy of manlcind. If NHRS
were to be based on Reason and Justice,
all citizens in Malaysia would want to be
members.

K. RAJAH
Serembofl

MASYARAKAT PENAN ...
MANGSA POLITIK BALAK

P

artai Sosialis Ra.kyat Malaysia
(PSRM) - Randng Kuala Lumpur
ingin meralwn.kan perasaan ter·
harunya te rhadap pcnangkapan ramal
orang Penan kerana telah mempertahan·
lean hak mereka yang kian dicabuli dan
ddak. sanggup lagi melihat tempat kediaman dan kebudayaan mereka dimusnah·
kan.
Masyarakat Penan yang selama ini
mashyur dengan budjpekerti yang tinggi
dan silat bertolak ansur telah membero ntak. Mercka terpaksa menggadaikan
tradisi dan berjuang demi menegakkan
keadilan. Me reka bertindak. menghalang
pcrjalanan j e ntera balak cbripada tcrus
memumahkan lagi kawasan perhutanan
yang sudah berkurun lamanya menaung
kerudupa:n mereka.
Tradisi pengrudupan mereka telah
berjaya mengimbangj keperluan manusia
dengan keperluan persekitaran sehlngga
dapat me nge kalkan keharmonian alam
:~emulajadl . T ctapi kerajaan negeri dan
persekutuan kata mereka pencemar alam
dan menyebabkan hakisan tanah dan
kemusnaban tumbuhan dan hajwan. Walhal m ereka mempunyai cu kup pengetahuan dan pcngalaman yang dapat membantu kita yang daif inj mernahami dan
mempelajari tatasusila hidup yang sebad
dengan keharmo nlan dan keindahan
alam.
Pucuk pimpinan sendiri sanggup
mengenepikan masyuakat muJia ini
demi
mengejar
kemewahan
yang
menguntungkan segelintlr pembalalt,
pemjmpin politik dan ko.ntralcto r Jepun.
Kayu baJ.alc mentah diekspot ke Jepun
dan pekerja tempatan (termasuk suku
bangsa Penan yang terpak.sa bekerja
kcrana tersisih dari kampung halaman
mereka) menjadi mangsa penffidasan
pembalak., pejabat perhuta.nan, pejabat
daerah, polis, polis hutan dan wakil
rakyat
yang
kaya-raya.
Keadaan
keselarnatan di te mpat kerja sungguh
menggerunkan. Ramai yang sudah
kehilangan nyawa. Ramai yang hUang
anggota badan kerana sistem pembalakan
yang tidaJc selamat dan Hdak mementing-
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lean keb~ikan pekerja.
lnihh 'politik balak'. Sesiapa yang
dapat .nemiliki hutan belantara nege ri
Sarawak '\kan mengaut keuntu:ngan yang
tida.k terhingga, dan mendapat ltuasa dan
darjat.
Bagi golongan kapitalis dari dalam
dan luar negeri &erta kuncu-kuncu polttik mereka, kerudupan .ra.kyat kurang
penting daripada habuan yang wterima.
Tetapi segala-galanya dilakukan atas
nama · pembangunan. Soalnya pem·
bangunan untuk siapa?
Colongan yang mengejar keurrtungan
ini juga mengh.ancu.rkan kestabilan alarn
semulajadi yang sangat penting untuk
mengimbangikehrn .•onian a lavl d.ari ~
perubahan iklim; haki.san yang leluua;
banjir besar dan banji.r kilat; kemusna.han
tumbuhan,
h3iwan
dan
serangga;
pencemaran air dan segala yang hidup
dalam sungai; tanah lernbab menjadj
padang pasir. Beberapa bulru penerbitan
tempatan dan antarabangsa menggambark.an betapa kejamnya kesan pembalakan
lerhadap.takyat dan alam seki tar.
Sebenamya, tidak ada perbezaan di
antara masalah masyua kat Penan dcngan
masalah
pekerja ataupun masalah
setinggan. Mereka semua menjaw mangsa
pern~habatan antara pemerintah dengan
golongan kapitalis yang merundu dan
mencabuJ hak mereka.
J<amj m endesak pihak pemerintah
supaya meng~i peranan mereka dalam
membangunka:n r.akyat dan negara.
Tumpuhkanlah perhatian kepada manusia dan kemanusiaan, bukan hanya
kepada keuntungan.

BIRO PENERANGAN PSRM
RANTING KUALA LUMPUR

COMMUNALISM: THE
ROOT OF DISUNITY

W

e altajned independence 32
years ago but until now our
rakyat is very much in a state
of disunity. Th e major culprit is none
other tlum Communalism. Everyt.hlf18,
be it economics, education, polliics or
welfare, is balied on comm unalism.
First and foremost , our government
itself is based upon communal thinking.
Its three major parties namely UMNO,
MCA and MIC, speak only for themselves. Their party leaders work very
hard (so they claim) to champion the
rights of their respective communities.
Sometimes, it is done so openly that it
creates animosity and ill-feeling amongst
the other comm unities. If this is left unchecked, disunity will continue to grow
and eventually the rakyat willsuffer. In
fact, the rakyat is less uruted now than
32 years ago.
The NEP has fared miserably as it
promotes communali,sm by aUocating

certain percentages of wealth to the
Yarious cornmunifi~ The government
has tailed in iu objective becawe the
rich are becoming richer while the poor
remain poor. Why can't the government
help aU the poor rakyat irrespective of
ace? There are mill1ons of rural folk and
orang asli living below the poverty line.
lrutead of creating a few millionaires, it
would be wiser to improve tbe lot of the
poor.
Education at higher levels is based on
communal quotas. Many brilliant non·
bumiputras are deprived of places in
local universities, institutes of higher
learning and teachCJS' trainillJl coUeges.
This Is one of the reason why our nation
is facing an acute shortage of lnteUec·
tuab.
111en, there Is the case of Chiang Ti
Ming- the child prodigy. The Educat1on
Ministry refused to allow him to take tlle
STPM examinations. Neither did they
nuke any attempt to send him overseas
to furtJ1er his studies. Fonunately for
Chiang, MCA leaders stepped In to help
him continue his studies in the US but
only for one main reason - he is Chinese.
If Chiang had been Malay, the MCA or
even the MIC wouldn't have bothered to
lend a helping hand. However, I am sure
UMNO or other Malay based oJganizations would have been only too happy to
assist. This shows how communalistic
our leaders are. As for housing projects,
bumiputn buyers are usuaUy given a S 10% discount irrespective of whether
they are rich or poor. I think it would be
more beneficial iC discounts are given to
all poor buyers irrespective of race rather
than along nciallines.
These are some of the factors which
contribute to nmpant communalism.
How can we achieve unity th.is way? 1
believe the solu tion is to abolish anything which contributes to communalism
in our country. Everyone in Malaysia
should be called "Malaysian" and not
"Malay", "Chinese" or "Indian". All
communal quotas should be abolished
and communal politlcaJ parties should be
banned. If this were to be carried out,
then unity could be achieved wiU1io a
short speU of time.

R TIIJVAKARAN
Prai

OF HYPOCRISY &
SINCERITY

M

any observant Ma!Jiysians must
have noticed that whenever
our government rejects stateme nts made or advice given either by
social interest bodies (local and abroad},
individuals or the opposition parties, the
rell80n or excuse is nearly always the
same: that those who made the state-

ments or gave the advice are "hypocrittcaJ" or "insincere...
My question is this: Are the members
of ow government gods or mlndreaders
that they should know the hearts and
thoughts of others? Can anyone of them
show proof how would they know when
others are sincere or not? Or is il that
they really believe that only they themsehres can be sincere and not others who
disagree with some of the government's
policies and plans?
What I am trying to say is that many
leaders in our government seem to be
overly concerned with the question of
'sincerity' rather ll1811 the reall~sue(s) at
band. They appear to be unwilling or
incapable to rise above their childish and
cheap politicking when It comes to dealing with individuals or organi1ations
with dissenting ideas from the ruling
coalition.
or late many groups both from
abroad and JocaJJy have been cautioning
our country about U1e hazardous effects
of the (reported) careless deforestation
of our jungles. Now instead or doing
some detailed study a11d investigation on
the matter (especially on the aUeged
illegal loggings), and tllen informing
the publlc of the facts on the matter. the
government has surprisingly chosen to
condemn the foreign environmentalists
and caU them "hypocrites". Whether
the foreigners are practicing double stan·
dards or not, and whether they are hy·
poaites or not is not Lhe i ue. The real
issue is whether their statement$ are true
and sound. Only then \1-e should take the
appropriate corrective actions to solve
those mentioned probl~m~s.
Yes, I agree it is unfair when deve·
loped nations put U1e blame on Third
World countries for the va.rjous environmental problems facing the world today.
And it is even more unfalr when these
rich couJttries cxeJ:t or threaten to exert
myriads of economic pressure on eoun·
tries like ours to force us to be "more
sellSlole". But the fact remains tllat t\\-'0
wro:ngs do not make a right, I.e. they
may be hypocrites but this cannot and
must not justify any indiscreet loggings
and defmestation on our part.
Our govenunent always says it wiU
accept and take into consideration ·•con·
structive criticism". But cveey time a
comment or complaint is made or an ad·
vice or a view is given, it is almost always
categorised as "sincere" or "insincere".
It must Jearn to evaluate criticisms and
suggestions on their own merits and
soundness.
FlnaDy, since the government i~
always talking about smceri.ty. it should
set some good examples. I would like to
sincerely suggest a few areas where it can
do 50.
One, it constantly reminds the people
that it is 'responsible and accountable'.
Well, don't just tell us that, prove it to u~
by:
a) setting up a reaUy independent committee to investigate the suspected
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corrupted parliamentarians instead or
the one beaded by Anwar Ibrahim.
b) showing to the public the break
down (analysis) of the non-perlorming loans of Bank Bumiputera.
c) 'unmuzzling' the electronic media
and printed presses because currently
RThf behaves like RTBN (Radio TV
B:arisan NasionaJ).
Two, don't just teD us that the government will do anything to 'protect the
intcre't of the people and country',
prove that to us by ma.lcing 'good laws'
to protect the people instead of t11ose
that seek to protect the corrupted, the
racists and lhe religious extremists. This
can be done by firrtly repealing laws like
t11e ISA and OSA because these bad Jaws
can be aU too easily abused by those
who wield them.
In the end when the government
practices real democracy (instead of just
teUing the people that we have real
democracy) it is the Ba.risan government
Uuu will gain as the people win Jearn to
respect and appreciate it.

TILE WA TCH.VAN
Ktmllz Lumpur

DR. MAHATHIR IS THE
BEST MALAYSIAN PRIME
MINISTER
would like to comment on Don K.aru
George's article in Aliran \1onthly,
Oct. 1989. He called Dr. Mahathir to
resign because he was getting ?'d. My
dear Don, if 63 is old age, how about 70
and over? Mr. Reagan was the President
in hls 80's and Mr. Lee Kuao Yew con·
tinucs to be Prime Minister at 65. What
about Tunku Abdul Rahman who is now
86? A lot of people still think llut his
ideas are valuable and his calls are often
applauded by many Malaysims, although
I don't.
Say, If Dr. M resigns. can anyone
suggest the person who can be Lbe next
PM? Tengku Raz.alelgh? I em bet he is
no better than Or. M! PAS! I am sure
Don wouldn't like to lli'e in an Islamic
5tllte and adhere to an Wamic legal
system. Mr. Lim Kit Siang~ It is definit«:
ly out of the •question. A man of a mt-

I

nority nee cannot rule a multi-racial
country. Remember wlw happeaed in
FijL
If Dr. M is incapable. can yoo name
any other PM or Malaym who had
brought so much progress rot~ country
ami recognition in the international
arena? For Don's infOI"IlarJon, there is
no one <;OUI in this world who .is perfect
(rom any mistake and wmngdoing!

AFA G T4\JONG
Pu/au Pinang

'RESPONSffiLE'
JOURNALISM MUST SING
PRAISES OF THE ELITES?

Y

our footnote to "What holds the
Nation together" in the Current
Comment page of Vol. 9 No. 9

refers.

On 6-10-89 I heard vetemn JOUma·
list A. Samad Ismail speaking on "Kebebl5all Akbba:r - di mana kiu?" at USM.
He contended that Western-style
journalism was very bad for developing
countries Uke Malaysia because it tea:rs
the &.ecutive !rom every conceivable
angle. Western journalism knew no
bounds to investigative and critical exposure of their government so much so that
the stability of some of t11osc governments have been shaken 111 times. He
reasoned thllt developing countries
simply couJd not afford such a press as it
would jeopardise on-going development.
He insisted that the duty of journalism in de~eloping countries was to give
their governments a strong helping hand
in carrying out their development plans.
Journalists should see the positive side of
government words and deeds and report
these. He proposed "Development Journalism" as t11e kind of journalism developing nations need in order to accelerate
development Cor the benefit of the
people.
lie didn't give specific examples or
what "Oevelopme111 Journalism" should
or should not report. Anyway, my understanding of "DeveJopment Journalism"
is that
I) it shouJd be blind and deaf to &.ecutive misdeeds and misbehaviOur;
l) it should remain dumb even if it
comes to know of such misdeeds and
misbehavJour;
3) it should never wash the Executive's
dirty Unen in public;
4) it should always paint a rosy picture
of the Executive no matter what the
true image is;
S) It should speak well of all government projects as they are meant for
the benefit or the people;
6) it should drum up loyaJty for the
Executive and the ruling elites;
7) it should suppon aU govemmcnt
actions as they are done for the peace
and stability of the nation;
8) it should work hand-in-hand with the
Executive fo:r the naUon's good,etc.
Thus journaJists in developing
countries must have full faith in the
governments and give them their undivided loyaJty at all times. Tbese governments
are almighty and therefore infallible.
Having been elected into the scats of
power, it is their right to rule and to
rule as they wish. So, development journalists, even if l(OU see your governments
imposing dictatorship through democratic procedures, give them your support,
$1ng praises of them, for they are doing
the best for their countries and people.
Remember, in developing countries, it is

the ruling eJJte that is aJways right. They
have the right to be right. They have tbe
power to be right. They have the right to
right their wrongs and the right to
wrong the rights of others. Against their
rights no one has any rights!
And wl1at do we have if we e.-xpa.n d
the idea of "Development Journalism?"
a) deveJopment legislature,
b) development judiciary,
c) development laws,
d) deveJopment constitution,
e) development turnkey conuacts,
f) development privatisation,et.c .

RA V/NDER SINGH
Sungei Po toni

HUMANITY HAS NO
BOUNDARIES

A

KL. Saya rasa, kalau kita mula turunkan
gaji atau elaun wakil rakyat., waJtil negeri
diturunbn ke SSOO dan waJtil Parlimen
ke $800 dengan ddak diberi apa•apa keistimewaan, barangkali bila ada kekosongan, takJaJ1 bcrebut-rebut sangat.
Banyak sangat Firman dalam AJ-Quran
yang bukan sahaja men:uihati bambaharnba Nya supaya jangan membazir
tetapi DlA akan mencampak pembazltpembazi.r ke daJa:rn nera.lt.a kemna
mereka bertindak sebagai adik be.radik
syaitan. Lihat Q. 17:27 mlsalnya. Dad
semua ini cukup jells menunjukkan
bahwa ketua-ketua kita. ldlasnya yang
Islam, tldak tahu isi Qunm. Cabp sahaja
pandai. Pandai bohong sini dan pintu
tipu sana. Ego nak buat macam-macam
di zamannya. Walaupun rugi. Lebuhrayalah. SagaJah. Jambatanlah. Chogmlah.
Talc malu punya pemimpin. Dan kita
pun bodoh juga. Pilih mereka jadi
pemirnpln buat apa? Masing-masing
berebut nak jadi 'yang be:rhoonal',
bulcan 'yang berkhidmat'. Me:reka yang
berangan-angan hendak tubub kerajaan
baru, mula-mula buang silap membazh
itu. Tanamkan sikap jujur. Ka.lau berjaya
betkuasa,
kera.h scmua pembazir,
temusuk diri sendiri, untult bayar balik
wang yang dibazlr, zaman mana pun,
walau pun seduit. Jangan biar. Nak jlldi
ketua, kenalah korban.
B.A.

recent statement by our Deputy
Foreign Minister, En. Fadzil Che
Wan, on the reactions of Malaysians to the Beijing massacre was totally
Ullcalled for and indeed very unfair. [t
clearly shows a lack or humanity.
He had said that the students' prod('JIIocracy protest in China was an
KEDAH·
internaJ affair only concerning the affected country, that is China and that MaJaysians should not be involved in any show
of support for their protest. No one
should restrict or forbid any human
being from taking a stand on behalf of
freedom. Everyone should welcome and
LAWS TO DENY JUSTICE
support any struggle that promotes
democracy.
The protest was for peace, freedom, ' ' N o more party suits". Titis was
democracy and against corruption. Unthe headline news in the
fortu 11ateJy, the protest ended in the
STAR dated 27th October
barbaric killing of innocent people who
1989. The butchered Societies Act is to
just wanted an accountable government.
be further amended to prohibit any deHow come the Malaysian govemme11t
cision or a politlcaJ party from being
does oot object if you show sympathy
chaJienged in a coun of law. This also
and bUppo:rt for countries like Afghaniincludes party elections. The Mal!.t.bir
stan and Palestine? Is it because they are
regime is once again infringing on the
Wamic nations? TI1e government should
human rigJ1ts and fundamentaJ freedoms
realise that humanity has no boundaries.
of Malaysians.
Truth does not discriminate. Justice is
Law is a set of ruJes by which we live
blind to colour and creed of a victim.
together in AOCiety. Law is ellforced by
govenunent through the poUce and
THE WORRiED MALAYSIAN
court~. Without law we could not live
peacefuUy because everyone would do as
Pena11g
he pleased regard less of others. TI1e
court Is the place where decisions a:re
made as to whether or not a law has been
broken and if so mete out appropriate
punishment. It is a place where people
go to when disputes arise for a just soluPEMBAZIRAN
tion.
TI1e bottom line of this amendment
erapa ribu billion ringgit telah dj..
to the Socieiies Act is that a party
bazirkan oleh golongan feudal.
member will have no recourse to justice,
kapitalis dan politik dalam masa
one of tJ1e most important :rights of a
34 tahun ini? Cuba lihat gaji mereka,
human being in a civilised society, if he
ebun mereka dan projck-projek mewah.
is being treated unjustly. The party leadPaling aJd1lt 100 ringgit juta untuk
der wiiJ be the prosecutor, j udge and
mesyuarat bck.as hamba abd.i Britain di
jury. The leader with a few of his cronies

B
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can cling on to power forever. There will
be no place for dissension in the party as
dissenters can be summarily suspended
or expeUed on CUmsy grounds and
tnunped up chaqes at the pleasure of
the party leader.
Puty elections can be rigged and
breach of procedures or irregularities in
the conduct of elections cannot be
challenged in court. The leader of a
party can entrench himself Cinnly in
power. This will only lead to autborltaria:nism. abuse of power, laclt of accountability, weakening of demoaacy and
encourage corruption and money politics.
Our backbenchers will no doubt
support the amendment or they themselves would be the first victims or the
Act. The amendment will be law 5000 or
even perhaps backdated to help UMNO
and MJC.

readers em help a great deal in promoting A1iian Monthly and increase its rea-

dership. In doing so, they will play a
vital part in creating an awareness among
our citizens or cwrent events in the
country through objective journalism,
wh.icb can be found in reacling Aliran
Monthly. lt is not suff'tdent for students to just encourage their friends to
subscribe to AJirm Monthly or loan out
a copy of their Allran Monthly as
"sampling". ln fact, to 'ensure' subscription, it is important for one to take the
extm step by subscribing for their friends
as well Getting a verbal "yes" and
hoping that the potential subsaibers wiiJ
act soon, will not bring about results.
Act for them.
Teachers, especially lecturers can
play an important part too by encouraging their students to have a balanced

view of issues, by reading Alira.nMonlhly.
By asking them to subscribe to the Aliran
Monthly, they are, in fact helping their
student& to be better-informed citizens
of the country. They should also take
that extra step by helping their students
to subscribe to the Aliran Monthly.
JC we are not able to do much. Yr'tl
should certainly do the little that we ca:n.
Fox everyone has something to contribute to the welfare of his fellowmen no one ls unimportant. The future of the
nation ~tarts with a.n awareness of what
is happening in the country - the awareness begins through reading Afuan
Monthly. For the sake of peace, freedom
and solidnity, take a subscription for a
friend today!

ANGELA KOH
Bangi

DR. B. GUNASEKARAN
Penang

BE A WELL-INFORMED

emzEN

Unlimited power is apt to corrupt
the minds of those who possess it;
and this I know, my Lords, that where
law ends, tyranny begins!
William Pitt, Earl of Chatham (1708-78)

I

read with great interest the Jatast
issue oC Alinn Monthly Vol. 9 No.9,
.especiaUy the response from readers as
to what they thought of Allra.n Monthly.
From the consensus received, about one
third of Aliran Monthly readen comprise
teachers, lecturers, professors, students
and undersrads. I believe tltis category of

~I

Where the mind is without fear,
and the head held high,
Where knowledge is free;
Where the world has not been
broken up into fragments
by na"ow domestic walls,
Where words come out from the
depths of truth,
Where tireless striving stretches
its arms towards perfection,
Where the clear stream of reason
has not lost its way into the
dreary desert sand of dead habit,
Where the mind is led forward by
Thee Into ever-widening thought
and action-

Into that heaJ'en of freedom,
my Father,
let my countty awake.
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POLITICS

MURMURS
FROM THE FOREST
Political tremors in Sabah and Sarawak

P

olitical tremors in the eastern
states of Sabah and Sarawak
are now felt more keenly in
national politics, as a result of the
uncertainties surrounding recent
development in the political arena
in Peninsular Malaysia.
Given the weakened position of
the Barisan Nasional, especially in
Federal politics, the anticipated
support from Sabah and Sarawak
for the leadership of Prime Minister
Datuk. Seri Dr. Mahathir Mohamad
becomes all the more crucial.
In any stalemate that could
arise after the next general election ,
the 47 Parliamentary seats from
Sabah and Sarawak could play the
king·maker role by tipping the

The PBDS seems to be
gathering support from the
Sarawak longhouse~ and
kampungs, says DAP Member
of Parliament SIM K.WANG
YANG. In time to come, the
party may turn out to be the
vehicle whereby the
long-deprived Dayaks can
agitate for a better and more
fulfilling life.
precarious balance of power.
While people in Kuala Lumpur
tend to think of East Malaysia as
one homogenous entity, the State
politics of Sabah and Sarawak are
actually very clifferent, proceeding
along quite distinct directions.

For instance, Sarawak has not
experienced any drastic change in
her basic power structure although
State power in Sabah has been
transferred from the ruling to the
Opposition twice - once from Usno
to Berjaya in 1976, and the other
time from Berjaya to PBS in 1985.
But things may be changing fast
even for the normally sedate
Sarawakians as murmurs of protest
from the tropical rain forest of this
resource-rich State threaten to
erupt into a deafening roar for
freedom and justice.
The first major political tremor
began with the Ming Court affair in
1987 when 28 State Assemblymen
gathered in Kuala Lumpur to plot

Kadazans dancing during 'Tamu Besar' (Market Day): From the East,
a refreshing new style of political agitation.
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the downfall oi Chief Minister Tan
Sri Datuk Taib Mahmud . The Chief
Minister averted the crisis by calling
for a snap election and managed to
hold on the power by a narrow
margin of 28 to 20 in the 48-seat
State Assembly.
The Parti Bansa Dayak (PBDS)
contesting as the Opposition was
the biggest winner, winning 15
State seats. It was evident that proOpposition sentiment was highest
in the largely rural Dayak areas.
Suddenly, the magic symbol of the
BN dacing seemed to have lost its
glitter and attraction among
Sarawak's rural Dayak voters.
Subsequent development since
1987 hint of the political direction
and dynamics of change in years to
come. The 1988 ISA arrest and
detention of Persatuan Rakyat
Malaysia Sarawak (Permas) leaders
and supporters for obscure reasons
nave aJl but demoraJised PERMAS'
strength and the future of the
dissident group now hangs on a thin
balance.
But with the PBDS, the story
was different. True enough, eight
Assemblymen elected on PBDS
ticket in 1987 jumped ship and
swam to the safe haven of the
Barisan Tiga camp before an antiparty-hopping bill could be passed
in the State Assembly. The defection of these PBDS Yang Berhormats at that time prompted
many observers to lament the
propensity among Dayak politicians
for switching sides in mid course in
the short history of Sarawak's
independence. Some even predicted
the quick demise of the PBDS. ·
Far from dismantling PBDS,
however, the manoeuvered defection of the eight State Assemblymen hardened the resolve of the
core group of PBDS leaders, who
have since dug even deeper in their
trenches in preparation for a
protracted war of nerves.
Murmurs from
the forest
indicated widespread ouuage with
the defectors and the message was
that they would be punished at the
ballot boxes should they stand
again in the next general election.
This is a new and refreshing form of
political culture in Sarawak's
interior. Jt certainly indicates a new

style of political agitation in the
The Dayaks are a rural agricultural society, depending on the
longhouses and the rural karnpung.
land for survival. Yet 26 years after
Indeed , PBDS leaders at aJllevels
Merdeka and 20 years after the New
have been campaigning hard for
Economic Policy, these sons of
some time now. Their aim? To
Sarawak's soil are actually facing a
capture State power in the next one
crisis m getting adequate land for
or two State elections! PBDS
farming as a result of logging
participation in the Barisan Governactivities and Government land
ment at the Federal level gives them
policies. Illiteracy, sickness, hunger,
some leverage, but victimisation by
malnutrition and abject poverty are
the State Barisan against PBDS as
stiU very much facts of life among
the Opposition makes life hard for
the Dayaks.
them. Increasingly, PBDS leaders
In ethnic terms, the Dayak
rely on the voluntary support of
people are unhappy with Malay
the longhouse and kampung people
political dominance on the one
as they have only a shoestring
hand,
and Chinese economic dobudget and very little patronage to
minance on the other. It is against
dispense to the poor. It makes
this back.urup that the PBDS
PBDS closer and much more
appeals to the Dayaks. Ethnic
responsive to the aspirations of the
politics is always dicey of course.
grassroot Dayaks in the rural areas.
But the agitation of the forest rural
PBDS may have started as a
people for fundamental change is
splinter group fiom SNAP as a
an objective historical development
result of internal power struggle.
that cannot be stopped, with or
Some PBDS leaders could have
without PBDS.
jumped on the wagon for personal
or other reasons. But now , betrayed
The forces that wiJJ eventually
bring about changes in Sarawak
and isolated, the remaining core of
must cor11e from the people, with
PBDS leaders are forced by the
need for survival to close ranks and
politicaJ parties as instruments in
realising a better and more fulftlling
go to the grassroot.
life. The courtesan power.play in
ln my judgement, PBDS is well
KuaJa
Lumpur and Kuching are but
on its way of being an effective
the
mere
surface reflection of more
verucle for the rural Dayaks to seek
basic undercurrents at work.
political redress to their plight! It is
My personal hope is that the just
now on its way towards becoming a
demands
of the rural people of
people's movement. The reality
Sarawak
will
not be imprisoned in
speaks for itself. In Sarawak's
the dungeons of ethnic chauvinism
multiracial society, the Dayaks
either through overt emphasis on
collectively make up some 44 per
etllnicity
or through distortion by
cent of the state's population, while
the
powers-that-be.
The ethnothe Chinese constitute 30 per cent
logicaJ realities of Sarawak are such
and the Malays/Melanaus 20 per
that in order for any one comcent. Out of the 56 State seats
munity
to achieve politicaJ, social,
(eight have been added after the
economic,
cultural or educational
recent electoral delineation) 25
justice, it is imperative for leaders
seats are Dayak majority seats, 16
of that community to reach out to
Malay majority seats and 11
similar
forces In the other ethnic
Chinese majority seats.
communities
for a PEOPLE'S
By the traditiortaJ parameters of
ALLIANCE.
ethnic politics fashionable in
Our ethnicity and our cultural
Malaysia, the Dayaks ought to be in
heritage are ours to inherit as part
the
political
mainstream
in
of our personal or communal
Sarawak . But the exact opposite is
history. We cannot do much about
the case. As an ethnic group, the
the past. But while we have
Dayaks must be ranked as the most
different hislOricaJ perspectives, we
socio-economically backward peohave only one common destiny as
ple in the whole country. Their
human beings whose only ontolopoverty and backwardness have to
gical vocation is to be a human.
be seen and experienced in order
·
to be believed.

•
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JUSTICE

Fait

f ''Sa

''

D VID CHAGALL

L
''

hey tell us we're running out
of water, but it's not true.
We're not running out of anything,
we're destroying it - by hate,'
greed, and destruction of Mother
Earth. And now she is retaliating,
because Earth is a living thing that
will take the abuse of civilization
only so long. The rape, the pollution of the water - that's her veins
and blood we're destroying. Our
legends and prophecies tell us that
one day, when all the planets are
lined up, there will be grea~
destruction. And that will begin a
new world, a new beginning for

Mother Earth."
After listening to Ernie Peters
talk awhile, you come away impressed. A large, dignified man in
his forties, Peters has a wife and six
children to use as an excuse for
caution. Yet he chooses to stay out
front as a pipe carrier for the Sioux
nation. He speaks softly, but there
is great strength in that steady
brown-eyed gaze. A product .of the
South Dakota reserv.ations, he has
joined his destiny as a Sioux religious leader with that of the
American l ndian Movement (AIM)
to fight for his people's much-abused
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treaty guarantees and the righ t to
practice their own religious beliefs.
"When the New People came
here with their 'civilization,' that is
when the destruction started,"
Peters points out. "When l read in
your books about the 'Indian savages,' it makes me feel good. Jam
proud to be a 's(lJ)age.' Just go up
on a mountain and look around
at the polluted skies - that says it
all. The U.S. Government calls us
savages, yet look what they have
done all over the world."
According to archeologists, native Americans have been here for

thousands of years. Only during the
past few hundred years has their
relationship with the land been disturbed by the coming of the Europeans - the "New People. "
In the Indian's world view,
ownership of the land was never a
question. To the Indian, land cannot be owned but merely held in
trust and used reverently - only
He who made the land can own it.
Children of the Great Spirit, they
believe, must enjoy the same relationship with the land as with
other living things - animal, vegetable, and h uman. One does not
own other creators, one harmonizes
with them and takes nurture with
and from them. When the New
People came to these shores with
ideas of private property, domicile laws, and death~ealing guns to
enforce their views, the Indian
peolples found themselves at war
with a culture they coufd not
understand .

During the nineteenth-century
push west they were slaughtered
and systematicaUy starved. Their
lands were confiscated and added
to federal holdings, while treaties
between the government and the
individual tribes were
consistently violated. Whenever a piece of
land looked promising, Congress
passed a law to take it away. From
a starting point of 150 million
acres ceded by the Treaty of 1854,
land holdings of aU Indian tribes
today are placed at under 50 million acres and shrinking - a land
mass one-fourth the size of Texas.
Even what little land the Indians
oow hold on paper, they are not
allowed to use in any real way. It is
administered for them by the Bureau of lndian Affairs, which traditionally leases their land to nonIndians at a fraction of its market
value. Nor can Indians complain or
renegotiate such deals, since legally
they are all held to be "incom-

perenrs."
There is a saying among l.ndians:
"First they send the missionaries,
then the Army, and last come the
setllers to steal our land." So it is
no surprise that a chief priority
among traditional Indians is the
practice of their own religion. For
centuries the Government's policy
has been aimed at "wiping out their
pagan ways." Less than 100 years
ago fou r major Christian denominations - Catholic, Episcopalian,
Baptist, and Presbyterian- arranged
through t11e Department of the Interior to share the Indian reservations among them.
Each church received franchises
over individual reservations and so
became its absolute religious
mentor. Any other denomination
could enter a given reservation
only with the written permission of
the host church. Missions were
built on Indian property, and
Indian children were - and still are

WHAT TREATY THAT THE WHITES HAVE KEPT HAS THE RED MAN broken?
Not one. What treaty that the white man ever made with us have they kept? Not
one. When I was a boy the Sioux owned the world; the sun rose and set on their
land; they sent ten thousand men to battle. Where are the warriors today? Who slew
them? Where are our lands? Who owns them? What white man can say I ever stole
his land or a penny of IUs money? Yet, they said I am a thief. What white woman,
however lonely, was ever captive or insulted by me? Yet they say I am a bad Indian.
What white men bas ever seen me dnmk? Who has ever come to me hungry and
unfed? Who has ever seen me beat my wives or abuse my children? What law have I
broken? Is it wroq for me to lcwe my own? Js it wk:ked for me because my skin is
red? Because I am a Sioux ; because I was born where my father lived ; because I
would die for my people and my country?

CHIEF SI TTING Bu'LL
of the Hunkpapa band of Sioux
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We djd not think of the great open plains, the beautiful rolling
hills, and winding streams with tangled growth, as "wild." Only to the
white man was nature a ..wilderness" and only to him was the land
"infested" with "wild" animals and "savage" people. To us it was tame.
Earth was bountiful and we were surrounded with the blessings of the
Great Mystery. Not until the hairy man from the east came and with
brutal frenzy heaped injustices upon us and the families we loved was it
"wild" for us. When the very animals of the forest began fleeing from
hls approach, then it was that for us the ' 'Wild West" began.
CHIEF LUTHER STA.VDJNG BEAR,
of the Oglala band of Sioux

- required to attend church schools.
In these schools the Indians' own
religion is denounced and the
children made to feel inferior in the
face of European religion, culture,
and traditions. LeRoy Mills, a
Yakima in his late twenties and
spokesman
for
Survival
of
American Indians Association, feels
strongly over the indignities he
suffered in these church schools.
"They have these boarding
schools where they take the kids all
year until they bring them home
for the summer," be explained.
''These schools teach that Jesus
Christ walked on the water and that
everything the Indians believe is
heathen and blasphemy. They tell
our kids we never had a God, that
Jesus Christ and God didn't arrive
in America until they came on the
Mayflower in 1620. We're all just

dirty savages, they preach. Any
time you can take an Indian, tie
him to a pole, and beat him because
he doesn't believe in Jesus Christ,
what kind of Christiaruty is that?
Yet that's what they do to us.
''The truth is, all Indians believe
in one thing - the Creator. In our
various tribes He may talk to us in
different ways, but we all believe
everything was made and has life
from Him. We are just here as
caretakers of the land. If we kill
one thing off, we are causing a
chain reaction. Our faith is also our
culture and our way of life; it's all
one thing. Not like in Christianity,
where you say one thing, do
another, and it's all forgiven ."
Ernie Peters recalls his own
experiences at the mission schools
before he became a pipe carrier.
"When I frrst went to school, 1
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wasn't able to speak English. But
the people teaching us were
Germans who couldn't speak
English either. These were our
teachers, Gennan Catholics who
couldn' t speak English. They
deprived us of our language, our
culture, our traditions - and they
tried to teach us their religion.
They were trying to Jearn English ,
I guess, and they forced English on
us. Can you imagine such people,
supposedly religious, who punished
us whenever we talked in our own
language? They beat us, and some
of us were chained up in the
basement when we refused to turn
from our own ways and join the
system. That happened to me years
ago and it happens to this very day.
"Children who go through this
lose their identity. They cannot
speak their own language, they

don't know their own ceremonies.
The whole system is nothing but a
genocidal program to wipe out the
Indian. We are still deprived of
using our own language. Our people
are told that the ceremonies we
have are savage and heathen. Every
church telJs us, 'You won't go to
heaven, you'll bum in hell!'
"Our own religion has not varied
since the beginning of tune. Never
does our religion ask anyone for a
single cent, while 'those others are
asking all the time. Nor do we have
those great castles or whatever you
want to call those big church
buildings. We have no maids, no
servants. Our church in Rosebud,
South Dakota, is called 'Crowducks
Paradise.' It is in the open air. Our
church has trees for its walls,
Mother Earth for its floor, green
grass for its carpet, and the stars
and universe for its roof. That is
our holy ground, made sacred by
the prayers of our generations.
"On November 6, 1975, the FBl
and federal marshals raided our
church. If you are a fugitive and go
into any other church, you are
given sanctuary and they cannot
touch you. But they raided our
church. took seven people out, and
arrested :ill seven. They did not
have a #Vatrant, they did not get
permission from our tribal chairman.
"The word 'God' turns my
stomach now because this is what
they have forced on us - their God.
They said we didn't have a God.
But we have the same Creator they
do, onJy we call Him by a different
name. In my language we caU Him
Wakontonka, which means 'The
Great Spirit' or 'Holy One. • We
knew God a long time before they
wrote that book with all those
words in it, their Bible."
The original documents state
that the mission churches stand on
Indian land temporarily. Agreements made with the four denorni·
nations when they fttst leased sites
for their church buildings provided
for the return of thiS property to
the lndiarJS.
"When any church leaves the
reservations, legally they canno\ seU
that land," LeRoy Mills emphasizes. " They have to give it back to

us. That is the law, and the Indian
people have never given up any
rights granted by those agreements.
But the churches feel that if they
can sell that property for a million
dollars, then forget the Lndians!
When those treaties were signed,
they read: 'When the Indians
become civilized , they will be
allowed to take the land and
develop it for the use of their
own communtty.' But they make
sure they never consider us civilized.
That is how they continue to get
away with it.''
Dennis Banks, a soft-spoken
Chipewa who is a leader of the
American Indian Movement,. deplores the government's institutionalized crusade against Indian
culture and religion.
''We have a right to our own cultural identity," he says, "but the
right to this identity has been denied all Indian people. ln 1898 the
interior Department framed a criminal code that prohibited our Indian
religion. These laws called for jail
terms for any Indians who attended
ceremonies. The nrst people sentenced were eighteen Hopi Lndians,
who spent seven months in Alcatraz in January, 1898. Other people
have the right to be Irish and practice Irish traditions, or German or
Swedish or what have you. The
right to a cultural identity has to be
given to every society."
Ernie Peters gets grim as he recalls the many ways the authorities
repress lndlun religious customs on
the reservation.
"In the fall our women go up
into the mountains to pick berries
and wi.ld turnips, which we dry
for our winter food , and other
plants we use in our ceremonies.
The authorities are so paranoid
they rush up into the hiiJs after
them to stop them. If the women
refuse to turn back , they are forced
down, and some have been knocked
down by the butt of an M-16
rifle. A year ago Gladys Bisonette's
grandson was killed while he was
protest marching outside the Bureau of Indian Affairs office in Portland - 'accidentally shot' through
the head by police. So we took him
home to bury h1m in Wounded
Knee cemetery. There must have
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been forty mourners there, and as
we were going through our burial
ceremony, the tribal police came to
'disperse the crowd.' They couldn't
even let us alone to bury our dead!
" I know more about Christianity
than a lot of people who call themselves Christian. l know because J
had to learn the Bible. If those
people were to follow their Bible
the way they are supposed to, it
would be a beautiful thing. We
don't have our words written down.
Our Bible is this pipe ," Peters says,
holding out the sacred object. "This
is the p1pe you call the 'peace
pipe'.''
The pipe is the central symbol of
all Indian religious life. The bowl is
made of pipestone, the stem of
sumac or white ash, and the attached feathers, tails, and claws represent the natural living things
made by God at the beginning of
time. What Western man calls the
"medicine man" is to the Indian
simply "the pipe carrier," since
t11ey do not acknowledge the superiority of their leaders, political
or religious.
"I am one of many Indians who
carry the p1pe," Ernie Peters
explains. "The pipe symbolizes our
religiOn. Every evening our people
pray through the pipe ceremony.
There's no set time for it, but whenever it's peaceful outside we take
t11e p1pe out of the sack, put the
stem in to the stone-and that's
the same as when your preacher
opens up his Bible.
"When we put tobacco in that
pipe, it's natural tobacco, not storebought. [t is made from different
plants like red willow and other
growmg thtngs. Every pinch of
tobacco goes into that bowl with
special prayers. The people talce the
pipe before it is lit and pass it
around while sitting in a circle.
Each one prays openly. They are
not ashamed to let the rest of the
people hear their prayers or to cry
before them. As the pipe is passed,
all their prayers are assimilated into
that pipe. When it comes back to
me, I light it and each person
smokes it.
"You cannot pray for. anything
materialistic with that pipe. You
pray for direction or strength but

PJEGAN SUN DANCE ENCAMPMENT:
"The Sun dance is so sacred to us that we do not talk of it often._ The cutting
of the bodies in fulfillment of a Sun dance vow is different from the cutting of
the flesh when people a:re in sonow. A man's body is his own, and when he gives
his bod! OJ' his flesh, he is giving the only thing whkh really belongs to him.••"
MAYO KUWAPI, a Sioux lndian, 1915

not for personal gain. Before we
start the ceremony, I tell the
people. 'If any of you are here
because you are broke and want
more money, you will have to leave
right now,' because that would be
abusing the privilege of touching
the pipe. When I pray, my biggest
prayer is that I will be given the
patience and ability to stand against
my enemies and not get mad and
do something l'll be sorry for. 1
ask for the power to accept the
abuse we have to take every day
out there .in the civilized world .
Then when we smoke the pipe, our
assimilated prayers go straight up to
the Great Spirit."
The necklace worn by pipe
carriers combines the four sacred
Indian colors - red, yellow, black,
and white. That necklace is to the
lndian what the crucifix is to the
Catholic.
" Long before the New People
came , those four colors were our
sacred colors," Peters points out.
"And they are still our sacred
. colors today - the four colors of
man , the four races of man. Our
ancestors were given those sacred
colors long before they knew there
were any other colors of man
besides that of our own people."
The sweat lodge is the Indian's

purification rite. A little hut holding eight to twelve people has a
floor of bare dirt. Using separate
ceremonies for men and women
participants enter in the nude and
sit on the ground, which represents
Mother Earth. A hole dug at the
center is filled with twigs, logs and
rockS. When the fire is lit, the
flames rise, the rocks glow red , and
the heat makes the sweat run.
Various natural objects such as
feathers and buffalo skulls hanging
on the walls signify spiritual values
the worshippers seek. Then the pipe
is passed, prayed on, and finally
smoked by all.
"Whenever you see our people
pray, they always hold the pipe
bowl down by their heart," Peter
explains. "And the stem points up,
symbolizing prayers rising up to the
Great Spirit. When we talk, we talk
from the heart and not just the
head so that a lot of empty words
pour out. When we talk and pray,
we pray with our whole body.
"There is nothing the Indian
does that is not connected to our
religion, even going to war,' if you
want to use that term. Did you
know we have no word for 'war'
in our own language? That term is
alien to our way of life. Before the
coming of the New People, there
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was no such thing as great wars. lf
we would ever fight, it would be
just a fight of honor. Our histori~s
tell of times when there was great
feasting, and tribes would come
together to settle a dispute. Usually
one brave from a tribe would steal a
wc.nan he loved from another
tribe, and there would be a bout
between that brave and someone
from the other tribe. It was never a
fight to the death; any fool can kill
01; take a life. This bout was just to
see who was more suited to get
that woman. Occasionally someone
would die from his wounds, but not
very often.
"Even after the New People
arrived it was considered an honor
to go strike your enemy with your
coup stick, the honor stick. It was a
great thing for us to strike our
enemy up close with the stick and
disable him. Whenever a brave did
such feats, they were marked on his
stick with feathers, ermine tails,
and such. Those were like the
medals you hang on the chests of
your generals."
The most sacred ceremony in all
Indian religious life is the annual
Sun Dance. Prior to the actual rite,
there are twelve days of continuous
ceremonies, during which celebrants fast, attend sweat lodges and
pipe ceremonies, and gradually
withdraw from all worldly things .
They drink teas made from herbs
but eat no food as they strengthen
their spirit for the ordeal.
The Sun Dance itself lasts four
days, with continual danc.ing from
sunup to sundown. No food or

Mli.emy llaDdl respect the thinp you have made
aad my an sharp to your voice.
Make me wile 10 that I may understand the thin3s
you have taught m~ people.
Let me learn the lessons you have bidden
in every leaf and rock.

I seek. strength, not to be greater than my brother,
but to f11ht my greatest enemy - myself.

Make me always ready to come to you with clean hands
and straight eyes.
So when life fades, as the fading sunset,
my spirit may come to you without shame.

water is taken, and in the evening
there are more ceremonies, sweat
lodges, and pipe smoking, with
little time for sleep. The piercing
ceremony involves all males who
wish to prove their worth before
the people. Some muscle tissue of
the chest or back is run through
with an eagle's claw and tied to a
pole with a rope. The initiate keeps
da ncing until he tears loose, after
which he rubs sacred dirt on the
wound, which normally closes in
three days. On the fmal day of the
Sun Dance the Indian goes into his
Vision Quest.
"Lots of people get a funny look
on their face wh en they hear this,"
Pete rs says. " They think it sounds
'heathen'. But I can show you in
your Bible where the people fast
and seek vision s. I can show you in
your Bible where people were
willing to make human sacrifices to
show their faith in God. But
because the Indian does it, it's
considered horrible. In your Bible,
God gave His only Son to be

crucified on a crQss. Yet when we
pierce our flesh and dance until we
break loose, that is considered
savage. rve been dancing since
1968 and there has been no crippling effect on me or the others.
"The symbolic meaning of
piercing is the same as what God
did through Jesus - to prove our
dedication to the Great Spirit, to
let Him know we do this for the
sins our people have committed for
the whole year, because when our
people do wrong we feel it is
everyone's fau lt.
"When an rndian goes through
the Sun Dance four years in a row,
that is his credential. The scars of
his chest are his degree. If he can't
do it, maybe he wasn't meant to be
in the front. You cannot be a pipe
carrier in our society unless you
prove visually to the people that
you can go through the Sun Dance,
the most sacred ritual to aU Indians
throughout the Western Hemisphere. People who go through it are
no better than the others; il just
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means we have dedicated our lives
to God and have become warriors
in our modem~ay society. That
means we will take our pipe and go
wherever trouble is and preach and
practice the pipe. Sometimes when
we go to court it amazes me how
the sheriff and police fear that pipe .
We've taken that pipe against their
guns, clubs, and mace - and the
pipe made them back away.
"We believe those who carry the
pipe ~ould not create bad feelings
among people. We pray to follow
the directions the Great Spirit gives
us. No Indian ever said our religion
is better than anyone else's. If
anyone wants to follow our religion,
he is welcome. But we never impose
on people. We never seek converts
or turn them away.
"The Indian religion has no
name because it's part of all Indian
life. Before the coming of the New
People, this was our paradise right
here in America. Everything natural
comes from God and is made by
Him. God is in you and part of you.
The Bible and our own religion are
closely related. The only difference
is that we practise and live ours
every day. People who follow the
Bible usually do it as a temporary
thing to relieve pain, like the
alcoholic who drinks. They can sin
six days a week, do bad things to
others, go to church on Sundays where they give ten percent of their
earnings - and then feel good on
Monday.
"Civilization has abused Mother
Earth,'' Ernie Peters concludes.
"People have forsaken the natural
way. They poison things with
chemicals, drain away the water,
and kill living creatures. Predictions
made by our ancestors before the
New People came foretold all these
happenings. They tell how the
water, food, and oceans will be
destroyed by pollution. But after
the Great Destruction that will
come, Mother Earth will survive.
That will mark the begmning of
the New World , and then the time
of Great Peace will have come." •

David Chagall is a free-lance writer
who appears regularly 011 talk
shows in the Los Angeles area. He
lives in Agoura, California.
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GOING ...GOING ...GOING
Malaysian Press Freedom
he expression "freedom of
the Press" is nowhere to be
found in our Constitution .
But it has long been established by
judicial decisions and it is n o longer in dispute that Press freedom is
included in and is part of the freedom of speech and expression guaranteed under every constitution
providing for a democracy. Flowing as it does from the freedom of
speech and expression, the liberty
of the Press cannot stand on a higher
footing than the freedom allowed a
citizen in the exercise of his right to
free speech and expression.
Neither can it stand on a lower
footing. In R v Arnold, decided in
1914, the Privy Council stated:"Their Lordships regret to find that
there appeared on the one side in
thls case the time-worn fallacy that
some kind of privilege attaches to
the freedom of the Press as distin·
guished from the members of the
public. The freedom of the journalist is an ordinary part of the freedom of the subject, and to what·
ever lengths the subject in general
may go, so also may the journalist,
but, apart from statute law, his pri·
vilege is no other and no higher.
The responsibilities which attach to
his power in the dissemination of
printed matter may, and in the case
of a conscientious journalist do,
make him more careful; but the
range of his assertions, his criticisms,
or his comments, is as wide as, and
no wider than, that of any other
subject. No privilege attaches to his
position."
Freedom of speech and expres·
sion is provided in Article 10 of the
Federal Constitution, under Part ll,
entitled "Fundamental Liberties".
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Former Bar Council Chairman
RAJA AZIZ ADDRUSE on
the erosion of Press freedom
through (Mis)Acts of
Parliament.

sion cannot go. It is an example of
the checks and balance principle in
its practical application, involving
the balancing of competing interests.
In relation to defamation, the
problem should not be too difficult.
The law of defamation is by and
large quite well settled by judicial
Article 10 was amended after the
May 1969 incidents (the amend- decisions and there are precedents
ments coming into force from 10 available which could be applied to
March. 1971). These amendments, determine whether a speech can be
though quite substantial in nature, regarded as defamatory or not. Resdo not need to be separately dealt
trictions imposed for tlte purpose
with in this Paper. Suffice it to say
of providing against defan1ation
that Article 10 provides that every
have, in any case, never posed a secitizen. has the right to freedom of rious threat to the freedom of
speech and expression subject only
speech and expression or to the
to such restrictions being imposed
freedom of the Press.
thereon as "Parliament deems neceIndeed, too often, the Press have,
ssary or expedient in the interest of in their treatment of individuals,
the security of the Federation,
been guilty of wanton disregard of
friendJy relations with other counthe requirements of common detries, public order or morality and
cency, often reporting as factual
restrictions designed to protect the
what is clearly untrue. The number
privileges of Parliament or of any
of cases occurring in England lately
Legislative Assembly or to provide
where certain newspapers taken to
against contempt of court, defamaCourt have unashamedly admitted
tion, or incitement to any offence".
that their allegations had been misIt is apparent from Article 10
leading and totally incorrect, and
that the freedom given to the citiagreed to pay massive sums by way
zen is not an absolute one. That
of damages, testifies to the callous
attitude sometimes taken by those
such freedom cannot be absolute is
generally accepted. The imposition
newspapers bent only on finding
ways and means to increase their
of some limitation is proper and necirculation.
cessary in the interest of maintainIt is the restrictions imposed
ing order in the relationship
purportedly in the interest of nabetween individuals in a State, and
tional security and public order
between those individuals and the
that have been the subject of comState. The vexing problem has alplaints and debates {though seldom
ways been to determine the extent
in Parliament). In this regard, two
of the restrictions which should, and
specific written laws will be briefly
could, properly be imposed, and
touched on, namely, the laws relatwhere to draw the demarcating line
ing to sedition and to official sebeyond which the citizen exercising
his right to free speech and expres- . crets.
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SEDITION
Unlike the common law offence
of sedition (which requires the prosecution to establish the ingredient
of rousmg to rebellion, tumull or
rioting to have been committed by
the person making the speech), the
offence created by our Sedition Act
is committed by a person whose
words are spoken with a seditious
intention, that is the words themselves must have a seditious tendency. Faced with the difficulty of justifying the validity of such a law in
tJ1e context of the freedom of
speech and expression provision of
the Constitution, the courts have
frequently taken refuge behind
attractive-sounding phrases which
do not really help to determine the
extent of the restrictions pennissible.
The oft-repeated advice given m
ca:;es on sedition that "freedom of
speech ends where sedition begins"
merely serves to emphasise the
vagueness of the test to be applied
in determining the tJun line between free speech and sedition.
Often the fmding of guilt on a
charge of sedition has been made,
subjectively.
Much of the difficulty encountered by the courts has been largely
due to their seeming reluctance to
recognise the importance of free·
dom of speech and expression as a
check for securing an orderly society, and to accord to it its proper
place in the order of things as contemplated by the Constitution. Ar·
guments advanced in a number of
cases that the restrictions which
could be imposed must, if they are
to be valid, be reasonable ones,
have been dismissed on the ground
that the Indian Constitution (on
which these arguments are based)
expressedly permit for "reasonable
restrictions" to be imposed, whereas our Constitution by its Article
I0(2) empowers Parliament to
make laws to impose such restriction "as it deems necessary or expedlent" in the interest of national security or public order, etc.
It is submitted that the absence
of the adjective "reasonable"
should not be taken to confer upon
Parliament an absolute right to impose any restriction it wishes on tJ1e

freedom. The words, "such res·
trictions as it deems necessary or
expedient in the interest of national
security or public order" clearly set
the limit on the scope of the power
of Parliament. Absurdity will result
3fld the freedom will become merely illusory if Parliament, under the
guise of protecting national securi·
ty and maintaining public order, is
pennitted to impose such restriction as it wishes and thereby abrogate the freedom itself.
lt is hoped that the courts wiiJ,
if the opportunity arises, strike a
proper balance between right of the
citizen to the fundamental freedom
of speech and expression and tlte
duty of the State to ensure the wellbeing of an orderly society. Until
that happens, there can be no
doubt that the Sedition Act can
and has often been invoked to discourage public comment on matters
whlch are embarrassing to the Government.
The prosecution of Datuk Param
Cumarasamy, a fonner Bar Cotmcil
Chairman, is a case on pomt. Compared with statements by Ministers
(before and since then), the call he
made in his Open Letter to t11e Pardons Board to act fairly in their deliberation on the application then
before them (for commuting a convicted person's death sentence to
one of life imprisonment) seemed
more than warranted. Not only was
there no justification forthcoming
from the Board for the inconsistent
stands it took, but Datuk Param
was prosecuted for drawing attention to what was, to any reasonable
person, an injustice. Used in this
way, the Sedition Act can serve as a
weapon for muzzling citizens from
criticising Execu live wrong-doings
and from expressing publicly their
dissent.

OFFICIAL SECRETS ACf
Another law whlch is even more
repugnant is the Official Secrets
Act. Even as originally enacted, its
vague provisions had long been considered to be antithetic to the freedom of speech and to the citizen's
right to comment on and discuss
government misconduct and incompetence. In a democracy, no go-
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vernment can claim to be a credible
government if it seeks to operate in
secrecy. A government in a democracy must be prepared to account
for its actions and to subject its acts
and policies to public scrutiny and
discussion. It has been said that
only the incompetent gove~ment
thrives on secrecy.
lnste~d of removing the unsatisfactory features of the Act, the
amendments widened even further
its application. Everything is to be
regarded as secret which is subjectively classified by the Executive to
be secret and marked as such, irrespective of whether according to
its content, a document cannot by
any stretch of the imagination reasonably be confidential or secret. It
seems that it is the label and not
the content which counts. Other
amendments, also made at the same
time, were aimed at curtailing the
freedom of the Press in reporting or
commenting on the acts and conduct of government.
One amendment in particular,
imposed a mandatory custodial sen·
tence for transgression of the provisions of the Act by the Press. The
effect of all these was to tum the
Press into a sort of government
moutltpiece, making the Press, in
the words of an elder and very res·
pected statesman, into an alternative Government Gazene.

GREATEST THREAT
But the legislation which poses
the greatest threat to Press freedom
is the Printing Presses Act which
provides for regulation of printing
presses by yearly licencing. The
power of licencing conferred upon
the licencing authority (which includes the power to impose conditjons for the issue of a licence and
the power to cancel a licence for
breach of any condition) virtually
leaves the Press at the mercy of the
Executive. The threat of its licence
being cancelled at any time for
breaching a condition is enough to
make a newspaper toe the official
line.
It is, therefore, understandable
that the Star Newspaper, which had
its licence reinstated some months
after the licence was cancelled for

breaching a condition, has since
ceased its previous independence
and forthrightness, in reporting
local events and news. Looked at
objectively, it has not much choice.
Once its application for the rein·
statement of its licence was approved, it was no longer in a position to
continue to maintain its independent stance;lt could no longer afford
to antagonise the licencing authority. The indirect economic sanction,
as it were, has had its desired effect.
The battle for Press freedom is
never-ending. Throughout history.
those in power have always feared
the Press. Its reach to the masses
and the possible influence its views
and reporting can have on public
opinion, makes it the natural target
for control by those in power.
Control can take many fonns. Control can be of the policy of a newspaper (through control of its corporate structure), control of its right
to free speech and expression
(through legislation) or control by
regulation of its operation (either
through licencing or through restricting its circulation). A past
example of control (not in this
country) has been the imposition of
newspaper tax. Common to all
these forms of control is the desire
on the part of those in power to
prevent criticisms of their misconduct and incompetence from reaching the public, and to put forward, as far as posSible, only their
own version of events. The objective always is to project themselves
in a favourable light.
The recent massacre at Tianan·
men Square in Peking saw the immediate in1position of news censorship, followed by permitting only
official announcements to be made.
The fact that the official number of
200 people killed differed greatly
from the figure of about 4,500
estimated from the accounts of
witnesses and reports compiled
privately from staff at hospitals and
mortuaries in Peking did not seem
to bother the authority. Credi·
bility and accuracy seem to be
irrelevant considerations.
ln these times when cries for
Press freedom are heard even in
countries like East Germany a.nd
Chlna, and when even Pravda is de·
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cried in Russia because it serves
only as a Government propaganda
machinery, we in this country
should be made aware of our freedoms as guaranteed in the Constitution, and assert them. In relation
to Press freedom, those that manage newspapers should be alive to
the importance of their role under
the system of government provided
by our Constitution and recognise
the danger to the nation of disinformation or suppression of information. Those that have been _given

the function of adjudicating on the
proper restrictions which could be
imposed must accord to the freedom its proper and rightful position
and permit only such restrictions as
are essential. They will fail society
and render a great disservice to it if
they allow such restrictions to be
imposed as will disable the public
to comment and criticise government misdeeds and abuse of power.
The time has come to consider
seriously the validity and constitutionality of the Printing Presses

Act, bearing in mind that its effect·
is to provide a prior restraint on the
exercise of the right to free speech
and expression. Instances of initially good Governments becoming
arrogant and corrupt through failure to check them are many.
Though their misdeeds inevitably
catch up with them eventually, the
effect of the damage and harm
done by such governments whilst in
office remain to affect the citizens
for years to come.
•

Dear Lord, Everyone needs us
but everyone blames us. We are
not coming to you to excuse ourselves of our limitations, nor even
to camouflage our sins nor to say
that on us is the weight of responsibility of knowing that an immense
number of people think through us.
But we do feel like crying out
for justice! Are we worse Lord than
those who blame us- and use us as
their instruments?
Many in power and authority
would often like us to keep our
mouths shut; but it is our duty to
give information.
Many would prefer only the news
which doesn't disturb their sleep or
their digestion, but we have to
speak in the name of those who
have no voice, of those who have
no freedom. Of those who suffer in
their own bodies the reality of the
news which upsets us.
Isn't it worse to undergo suffering than simply to know about it?
Bul when we report it we are called
"sensation-seekers". Why not just
call it "human pain we'd prefer not

into the great news of history: God
becoming man, so that man should
no longer fear becoming divine.
You always spoke or wrote to
save that which was lost, to condemn those who in lhe name of
God or of Caesar tried to take ownership of man and his destiny.
The only time you wrote with
yow own hand - on the ground was done to save the life of a woman accused of adultery. You were
the first journalist to be censored
by your own Church - for this
page about the adulterous woman is
not given in most of the oldest
manuscripts - for fear that it might

pecially if this truth is unpleasant.

to know about"?
It is easier for us to talk with
you, 0 Lord, for we cannot help
knowing that you were !he frrst
great journalist in history. You are
The Word which became incarnate
in our human kind, to be changed

"give rise to abuses".
So you were accused of imprudence and excessive generosity!
You were, in fact, the first scandalous, critical, revolutionary, anticonformist, sincere journalist. And
on account of this they called you a
demon, an atheist. They tried to
stone you - and they put you to
death as a young man.
You had to perform miracles in
order to have your news believed.
And many continued not to believe
yo1,1 in spite of the miracles. This
might console us poor journalists
who not only cannot guarantee our
news with miracles, but who need a
miracle so as to be forgiven when
we uncover a fragment of truth. .Es-
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It is not easy to be honest, because we would need a good dose
of heroism like yours to risk our Ji.
ving and our life. l1's not easy, because those who need the truth and
wan~ to know it cannot give us the
power of making il known. It's not
easy because if we expose the
shameful things in the world we are
pessimists, and if we praise the
hidden goodness of just men, we
are escapists. If we speak about
God we are fanatics, if we speak
about men, we. are communists.
Forgive us, Lord, for all the
times that we betray truth through
cowardice or shabby self-interest.
Of only one thing we cannot ask
your forgiveness; of only one sin we
cannot be repentant, because if it
were really a sin, you too would
have been guilty of it - the irritation we cause to the powerful of
this world.
May we not be discouraged, nor
be ashamed of being the voice of
one who cries out in the desen because the desert may one day become a land inhabited by the pure
heart. f

- Translated and adapted from
"Le Colpe dei gionuzlisti" by Juan
Arias in ''Rocca" (Italy).

LABOUR AFFAIRS

COMMERCIAL UNION
ince political independence
in 1957, Malaysian planta·
tion workers have made
tremendous sacrifices for the
nation's prosperity. Furthermore,
their
financial
contributions
towards their union, the National
Union of Plantation Workers
(NUPW), have made it one of the
richest and largest unions in Malaysia. Today, the NUPW boasts a
union membership of nearly
100,000, and its assets are worth
some M$7 miJJion to M$8 million.
Ironically, through the accumulation of these funds, the union has
ventured into business operations,
and it has set an example for other
unions in Malaysia to emulate that a union can also be an
employer.
Despite the plantation workers'
sacrifices, they are the poorest and
most exploited segment of the
Malaysian society. The NUPW despite all its wealth and its affiliation to the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions - has
done very little to uplift the plantation workers, whether socially,
economically or politically. It could
even be argued that the NUPW
itself constitutes the greatest
obstacle to the advancement of
plantation workers.
The NUPW was formed in 1954
through the amalgamation of four
ethnic-based plantation unions. It
was never a spontaneous creation to
advance the cause of plantation
workers, but rather, was engineered
by the colonial authorities to wean
labour away from left-wing and
progressive trade unions. The union
was created under the leadership of
P. Narayanan, its current general
secretary, who had left his job as an
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The Na tiona] Union of
Plantation Workers, one of
the richest and largest unions
in Malaysia, represents one of
the poorest sections of
society. Patali Vargham
descnl>es how the union has
diversified its activities into
large--scale commercial
ventures, and at the same time
failed its own members.

estate clerk in 1946 to form the
Negerl Sembilan Indian Labour
Union.
The NUPW was formed at a time
of intense conflict, and the colonial
authorities
through various
means, including the use of military
and police repression - were able
to defeat the left-wing forces. Also
at this time, the authorities used
the Trade Union Ordinance of 1949
to deregister many progressive and
genuine trade unions. At the same

Plantation worker: The NUPW has done litde to uplift her lot.
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time, other conservative unions that
were pro-British were allowed to
function.
Chauvinism and colonialism

In the plantation sector, the
NUPW manipulated Tamil chau.
vinism and colonial assistance to
draw the support of labour away
from left-wing trade unions. As a
result of this political interference,
the stage was set for the growth of
the NUPW as the sole plantation
trade union. Under the leadership
of Narayanan in the 1950s, it did
less to champion the plantation
workers than to maintain intact
the colonial economic and political
system.
Over the years the NUPW, first
under the colonial and later the
post-colonial state, has emerged as a
huge bureaucratic machine. Union
dues from its members have
provided its officials ·with modern
office facilities and expensive
cars, as weD as frequent overseas
trips. The NUPW building in Kuala
Lumpur is proudly referred to as
'Thotta MaWgai' - literally 'Plantation Palace'. Regrettably, 'Plantation Palace' has Uttle to offer
poverty-stricken plantation workers.

FAILED THE WORKERS
RX. Jain, an Indian sociologist
familiar with plantations in Malay.
sia, wrote twenty years ago that the
NUPW had failed the working
class. He added that the union
'above all, stood for accommoda·
tion'.
This
accommodationist
attitude of the NUPW has developed to the extent that many
plantation workers have become
totally disillusioned. Out of desperation, plantation workers in
Malaysia more and more are venting
their grievances against the union
by wildcat strikes and demonstra·
tions. Striking workers on the Batu
Arang estate recently went as far as
displaying posters and banners
against the NUPW leadership, one
of which, displayed prominently
near the estate entrance, read
'Down with plantation prostitute
Narayanan.' Similarly, more than a
year ago, plantation workers on the
Batu Kawan estate in Penang

demonstrated outside the NUPW
regional headquarters.
The NUPW today seems little
interested In plantation workers'
problems. About five years ago,
nine youths- active and dedicated
members of the local NUPW committee on Cheroh estate in Raub were arrested and detained under
the Emergency Ordinance, which
provides for detention without
trial. The nine workers were
popular unionists who had fought
for and won substantial benefits for
workers on the estate. They had
been detained through a conspiracy
between local police and · manage.
ment, and appeals were made to the
NUPW to intervene in the matter.
The NUPW leaders, however, refused, claiming that it was a police
matter. ft was only through pressure from other groups that the
nine workers were released.

RICH ON MEMBERS' MONEY
Total monthly contributions
from union members to the NUPW
- at M$6 per person - amount to
about M$600,000. However, very
little flows back in terms of service
to the workers. Plantation workers
are considered union members only
if they have paid their subscriptions
for six consecutive months without
fail. [n the case of the Batu Arang
estate, the NUPW refused to represent the workers in the dispute
against the management- Socfmbecause many of them had not
made the required number of payments. The workers were more than
a little taken aback by the union's
legalistic and mechanical attitude
towards their problems.
While the .NUPW shows little
interest in the welfare of estate
workers, it takes much interest on
the other hand in business ventures.
Plantation workers' funds are often
channelled, without any proper
cons4ltation or accountability, Into
business investments, many of
which have in the past been f.inan.
cia! disasters, with the union losing
millions of ringgit.
An outstanding such venture was
the 'NUPW ViUage' settlement
scheme in Bahau in Negeri SembiJan state. ln the mid-1970s, the
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NUPW Ooated its investment arm the Great Aloniers Trading Corporation (GATCO) - to mobilize its
members' funds for an agricultural
settlement project on land leased
from the . state government. The
NUPW advertised the project to its
members and the response was
overwhelming. Each prospective
settler in the scheme was required
to pay M$7,600, and , according to
information obtained from the
settlers, it is likely that the NUPW
collected money from a few thousand members. Initially only about
200 settlers were chosen and taken
to the site, but before any others
could be brought in, the whole
settlement scheme collapsed. Other
than collecting several million
ringgit from the members themselves, the NUPW had also obtained
loans amounting to over M$10
million from agencies such as the
Netherlands Finance Company for
Developing Courllries (FMO) and
the United Asian Bank to finance
the project.
SCHEME FAILED

or the original 200 settlers in
Bahau only about 100 settlers have
remained. The majority do not have
jobs in the scheme and have to
travel about 60 to 80 kilometres a
day to work in other agdcultural
schemes. Only close associates of
the top NUPW officials are given
jobs in lhe scheme. The scheme has
no proper system of water supply
- in fact. water is distributed to
settlers in containers delivered by
tractors or trucks, and those critical
of the NUPW are denied water
supply.
As a result of the injustices
suffered, an ad hoc committee was
set up recently by the settlers
themselves to resolve some of the
problems. and the committee
decided to take legal acliop against
LheNUPW.
It is alleged that the NUPW
commonly conspires with government officials as well as employers
to remove or deregister certain local
unions critical of the NUPW. The
former employees of the Raub oil
mill. for instance, feU victims to
such behaviour when news of their

attempt to form a union was
conveyed to management by NUPW
officials. Recently, reliable sources
have alleged that the NUPW was
also instrumental in getting the
registrar of trade unions to
deregister the names of Batu !\rung
estate workers who had struck
against management for the denial
of basic rights.
Malaysian governments have
always been sympathetic to the
NUPW - its best ally in the labour
movement. Even when the registrar
of trade umons uncovered a case of
fraudulent misuse of union funds
by certain officials, the union was
let off w1th only a mild reprimand.
The most important challenge to
the NUPW's dominance of the
plantation sector came with the
fonnation of the United Malayan
Estate Workers' Union {UMEWU)
in 1963. Because of organizational
problems, though, this union did

not play a significant role until the
late 1960s. When members of the
Malaysian Labour Party took
control of the UMEWU its organization improved, and by 1967 it had
become strong enough to threaten
the NUPW. with workers on many
estates leav1ng the NUPW en bloc
to join the UMEWU. However.
followmg a trade dispute on Bukit
Asahan estate in Melaka state in
1967, the UMEWU was banned by
the government.
In tl1e early 1980s, the NUPW
tried to improve its "image, and one
instance of this was over the
monthly wage issue. Instead of
mobiliLing its members on this
issue, though, the NUPW manipulated matters to have the case
taken to the Industrial Court. When
the time came for its decision, the
Industrial eourt- with its tradition
of pro-management judgements rejected the NUPW's claim for a

monthly wage for plantation
workers.
The court's rejection of the
claim was a major blow to tlle
union leadership and a personal
set-back for its leader, P .P.
Narayanan, who had been keenly
awaiting a positive outcome to the
case so U1at he could retire gracefully as the 'father of Malaysian
workers'. So angry was he at the
court's adverse decision that he
secretly instigated a strike on the
plantations. When the workers
heeded his call and stopped work
for a day, Narayanan issued a statement that the strike had been
spontaneous and that the NUPW
had had no role in it -yet another
example of the leadership's betrayal
of the workers.
e

Extracted from INSIDE ASlA
.November-December 1986

WHY MUST WE UVE SUCH STUNTED LIVES?

Why should the worker felling trees
Chiselling and shaping the hills
Live like a cow in a cowshed?
Why should the worker fashioning
and building roads on the hills
receive not respect but derision?
Why should the worker who has built cities
on cloud washed hill slopes
without even gruel go begging?
Why should the worker who slaved through the day
so that the land be fertile and crops grow
be despised and treated with contempt?

Why should the worker who turned arid land
into parks ablaze with flowers for others
live a life of shame - a stunted life?
Kurinji Nadhan (Sri Lanka)
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AGAMA

PERANANISLAM
DALAM MASYARAKAT
BERBILANG ·AGAMA
- Abdurrabman Wabid

ejarah telah membuktikan
bahawa dalan1 masyarakat
Islam hak-hak kaum minoriti dilindungi. Semenjak zaman
RasuluUah s.a.w. perlindungan ini
cliberikan sebagai sesuatu yang
wajar. Tidak ada sekatan bagi kaum
agama-agama lain untuk mengerjakan amal ibadat menurut ajaran
agama mereka. Para ilmial1wan dan
pemi.kir Kristen mendapat tempat
terhormat dalam pemerintahan
Khalifah Al-Ma'mun dari dinasti
Abbasid, bahkan mereka memegang
peranan penting dalam proses penyerapan warisan ilmu pengetahuan
Yunani ke dalam lduvanah peradaban Warn. Jasa para guru
Kristen itu sangat besar, kerana di
tangan merekalah lahir para humanis dan ensiklopedis Muslim scperti
Ibn Khallikan, Abu Nu'ain, AlHambali dan Al-Jaliz.
Tradisi menyayangi dan melindungi kaum beragan1a lain dilanjutkan oleh clinasti Moghul di India.
Contohnya yang terbaik adalah
Sultan Akbar yang memberikan
penghormatan sangat besar: kepada
kaum Hindu, sehingga kaum MusHmin sendiri anggap beliau sudah
menjadi musyrik.
Nan1un keadaannya telah berubah kini. Kaum Muslimin pada
umumnya mengambil sikap tertu-
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tup, tidak bcrscdia mengadakan
dialog dengan pihak-pihak lain, baik
dari kalangan agama ataupun
ideologi-ideologi dunia seperti sosialisme. Punca sikap tertutup ini
tentunya sangat rumit dan kompleks. Di satu pihak, kaum Muslimin belum dapat menghilangkan
rasa terhina dan terluka oleh
penjajahan Barat. Sikap tidak
senang kepada penjajal1an itu kini
diarahkan kepada kaum Kristen.
yang dulu memang beruntung dari
penjajahan. Kedua, kecurigaan
kaum Muslimin kepada sekularisme
disalurkan pula kc arah ideologiideologi dunia masa kin1. Kecurigaan kepada politeisme diarahkan
kepada faham-faham nativistik
dalam agama.
Sikap seperti ini jelas sangat
merugikan kaum Muslimin sendiri,
kerana proses saling mengisi dengan
kaum beragama lain dan para pengikut ideologi-ideologi dunia menjacli
terputus sama sekali. Mental membentengi diri sendiri (fortress mentality} laJu muncul, dalam bentuk
sangat canggih seperti menawarkan
Islam sebagai altematif ideologis
bagi umat manusia. Islam bukanJah
alternatif, tetapi merupakan unsur
pelengkap kepada unsur-unsur lain,
seperti ideologl politik, dan agamaagama Jain.
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Islam menuntut keterbukaan
dan kemampuan menyerap tentangan-tentangan dan mengubah
kesemuanya itu menjadi unsur
pendukung, yang bersifat pelengkap
terhadap Islam sendiri. Saat ini
manuSJa moden tengah dilanda
serangkaian krisis yang tidak akan
dapat diselesaikan tanpa jawapanjawapan dari semua pihak, termasuk pihak agama.lslam seharusnya cuba mencari jawapan kepada
masalah-masaJah ini, secara beker·
jasama dengan scmua pihak.
Peranan agama Islam dalam hal
ini adalah merintis ikhtiar menemukan jawapan-jawapan hakiki bagi
masalal1-masalah besar yang dihadap• manusia. Pencarian jawapan
ini mengharuskan kaum Muslimin
untuk berdialog dengan semua
pihak. DaJam proses saling belajar
mencari jawapan itulah peranan
awal agama Islam harus diletakkan
dalam masyarakat berbilang agama.

•

- Ringkasan ucapan Abdu"ahman Wahid di sebual1 forum
anjuran A/iran yang diadakan
pada Jllb November 1989 di
Pctaling Jaya. Abdu"almum
Wahid ada/all scorang pemikir
dan tokoh Islam yang rerkemu ka di Indonesia.

CURRENT COMMENT
~~~

A record of Aliran's complete press statements made in the
preceding month.

is in fact the money that UMNO
owes the bank as a result of the
grandios.e headquarters and complex the party built a few years
ago?
Bank Bumiputra owes an explanation to the public because it ls
owned by Petronas, a national
corporation. It must tell the whole
truth. For that is what public
accountability is all about.

BANK BUMIPUTRA
RESCUE

14 October 1989
(The

above

Chandra Muzaffar
President

srateme/11

has

not

appeared in aJIJ' daily. -Editor).

I

t is a real pity that Petronas has
to inject 982.4 million ringgit
into Bank Bumiputra to cover
up the bank's loss of 1.06 billion
ringgit for the year ending 31
March 1989.
Bank Bumiputra 's colossal net
loss of 1.06 billion ringgit due mainly to non-performing loans could
weD be one of the biggest losses
suffered by a commercial bank in
the country. ll is important to recollect that Bank Bumiputra lost
2.5 billion ringgit in the BMF loans
scandal in 1983. At that time,
Petronas was forced to purchase the
bank in order to save the situation.
Revenue from petroleum which
is the nation's most crucial natural
resource should not be used to
salvage a commercial bank that
has got into a financial mess. Our
oil wealth should be utilized
instead Lo provide the sort of
economic and social development
which will bring direct benefits to
the people, especially the poor and
disadvantaged.
Bank Burniputra should explain
to its shareholders and to the
public at Large how it accumulated
such a huge loss. Who are the
individuals or organizations thai
have taken out big loans and are
now not able to repay them? What
efforts have been made by Bank
Bumiputra to ~ecover the big
loans? Are some of these loans
linked to politicians and political
parties? More specifically, is it true
that a significant chunk of Bank
Burniputra's non-performing loans

SANCTIONS AND THE
KUALA LUMPUR
STATEMENT

A

Iiran welcomes the decision
of
the
Commonwealth
Heads of Government to
strengthen sanctions against the
Pretoria regime. What is particularly
significant in the Kuala Lumpur
Statement is the resolve "to deve·
lop new forms of financial pressure
on the Pretoria regime by seeking
to intensify and extend financial
sanctions."
It is a pity however that the
British government has once again
refused
to endorse economic
sanctions against the Pretoria
regime. The British public should
increase its pressure upon the
British government to join other
Cominonwealth countries in cutting
off all trade, financial and other
economic ties with the apartheid
regime in South Africa. Only
through effective mobilisation of
public opinion in Britain by antiapartheid groups there, will it be
possible to force the Margaret
Thatcher government to impose
sanctions against Pretoria.
Apart from the Thatcher government's obstinate attitude, the
Commonwealth desire to streng-
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then sanctions faces oilier difficulties which the Kuala Lumpur
Statement does not acknowledge. A
number of Commonwealth States
continue to have indirect trade ties
with Pretoria. There are also
indirect
investment
linkages
between companies in certain
Commonwealth
countries
and
South African interests. The Commonwealth Heads of G?1ofemment
should have undertaken an honest
appraisal of t.heir own flaws and
foibles vis-a-vis sanctions. They
should have urged their own kith
and knn within the Commonwealth
family to tenninate whatever
indirect ties they may have with lhe
Pretoria regime.
The Statement by the Commonwealth Heads of Government
should have also called upon the
memboer States. to boycott those
Multi-National Corporations (MNCs)
with massive investments in South
Africa. A couple of them play
crucial roles in propping up the
Pretoria regime. Some of these
MNCs have extensive business inlet·
ests in a number of Commonwealth
countries. Shell is one such example'.
Very few Commonwealth governments have lent support to 'shun
Shell' campaigns organized by antiapartheid groups in their countries.
The Malaysian government, fOT
instance, has been expanding its
relations with Shell.
The Kuala Lumpur Statement
was a disappointment in yet
anothe1~ sense. It failed to take to
task those nations which are
guilty of busting sanctions. The
greatest culprit is of course Japan.
Japanese firms have unashamedly
moved in to [ill the vacuum left by
certain European and American
companies which have been forced
to cut off business ties with
Pretoria. Indeed, Japan bas emerged
as a major trading partner o( the
South African regime. One would
have thought that a Commonwealth Heads of Government
meeting in Asia would have given
special attention to Japan's perfidious role in busting sanctions
against Pretoria. Taiwan is another
Asian country which has wideranging economic ties with South
Africa. The Commonwealth Heads
of Government Meeting should
have taken the decision to send
delegations to Japan and Taiwan to
persuade those two countries to
impose sanctions against Pretoria.
In conclusion, it is obvious that
sanctions against Pretoria will not
succeed in destroying apartheid,
unless the sanctions are comprehensive and global. The Commonwealth must take the lead to
ensuring that there is total,
absolute, economic and political

isolation of the Pretoria regime. It
must, of course, begin by rectifying
the sins of omission and commis·
sion within the Commonwealth.
But it should have also resolved to
launch a world-wide crusade to
destroy apartheid and the Pretoria
regime through economic sanctions.
24 October 1989

Chandra Muzaffar
Plresident

THE COMMONWEALTH
COMMUNIQUE ON HUMAN
RIGHTS & DEMOCRACY

A

liran notes that in their
communique issued at the ,
end of their summit, the
Commonwealth Heads of Government had asked member states to
ratify the international human
rights covenants of the United
Nations. There is the covenant on
economic, social and cultural rights
and the covenant on political and
civil rights.
Malaysia has not ratified either
covenant. It is our fervent hope
that the Malaysian government will
endorse both covenants immediately, or at least before 10 December
1989 which is universal human
rights day.
There is now an added reason
why the Malaysian gove1'J1ment
should ratify the covenants. The
Malaysian Prime Minister has just
been appointed Chairman of a high·
level Commonwealth group which
inter alia is expected to examine
ways and means of strengt.hening
democratic institutions in member
countries. Let the Prime Minister
give meaning and substance to his
role by ratifying the two covenants
immediately. A number of Malaysian groups have been pleading with
him to ratify the covenants in the
last 10 years or so.
Since the Commonwealth group
the Prime Minister heads is also
supposed to look into ways of
reinforcing election and other con·
stitutional processes, Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad may want to join other
individuals and groups in the
country who have been urging the
Malaysian Election Commission to
rectify numerous irregularities that
have appeared in our electoral
rolls. More than that, in line with
the Commonwealth communique,
Dr. Mahathir may also want to
explore the possibility of inviting
an obseJVer mission from other
Commonwealth
countries
to
oversee the rorthcoming Malaysian

general election.
It is not just in relation to elections that Dr. Mahathir Mohamad
has to prove Lhat he deserves to
head a high-level Commonwealth
group that seeks to strengthen
democratic insUtutions. Malaysians
have not forgotten what the Prime
Minister had done to the Judiciary,
Parliament, the media, public
interest groups and oppoeilion
political parties in the last few
years.
Dr. Mahathir's Commonwealth
colleagues may be impressed by his
'commitment to democratic prin·
clples'. But Malaysians know better.

25 October 1989

Chandra Muzaffar
President

(The r.rbove statement has not
~peared in any daily - Editor).

THE 1990 BUDGET

T

he 1990 Budget is obviously
an election budget. It is
targetted
to woo
the
electoxate.
However, in the process of
offering certain inducements to the
electorate, the budget has failed to
come to grips with some of the
fundamental problems in the
economy.
Fox instance, the abolition of
import and excise duties, sales and
service taxes on a wide range of
essential consumer items, will not
result automatically in lowex prices
of goods and services. Shopkeepers
may not pass on the benents of the
abolition or these duties and taxes
to the consumers. They may
continue to maintain existing profit
margins unless other measures are
t.aken to control prices.
To control prices, we have to
establish an effective price control
tribunal Many more essential con·
sumer items should be brought
within the purview of this tribunal
This is one way of controlling the
present inflationary trend. Unless
this and other effective measures
are taken, it will not be possible to
reduce the present rate of inflation
by 3.8 per cent, as projected by the
Minister of Finance.
Aliran also feels that 68 million
ringgit is just not enough to
eradicate hard-core poverty. 25.3
per cent of the Malaysian popula·
tion as a whole live in absolute
poverty. There should have been a
much bigger allocation for the era·
dication of hard-core poverty.
There is no reason why we cannot
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spend more on poverty eradication
when we can spend millions and
millions of ringgit on an extravaganza like CHOGM. The budget
also does not spell out any new
strategies to eradicate hard-core
poverty.
Aliran also feels that the 17
million ringgit hand-out to unem·
ployed graduates is really quite
meaningless. Instead of providing
band-outs,
more
opportunities
should be created for self-employment for these graduates especially
in agro-based industries. There
should be a more comprehensive
industrial re-training programme for
these graduates, since many or
them have qualifications which do
not match the present demands
of the manufacturilig sector.
Unemployment (and not just
graduate unemployment), poverty
and inflation are among the three
m!ijor challenges that the Malaysian
economy will face next year. The
1990 Budget has not addressed
these challenges adequately.
However., what is positive about
the budget is its allocation of 452
million ringgit ror water supply and
168 million ringgit for electricity
supply. One hopes that a big
chunk or this allocation Ior water
and electricity supply will go to
Trengganu, Sabsh and Sarawak.
27 October 1989

Chandra Muzaffar
President

YET ANOTHER OUSTER

FOR THE JUDICIARY?

I

t is sad that the government is
once again trying to weaken the
position of an already emasculated Judiciary.
According to newspaper reports,
amendments to the Societies Act
have been tabled ln Parliament
which will prohibit any decision of
a political party from being chal·
lenged in a court of law. The
amendments stipulate that any
decision of a political party on the
interpretation of its constitution or
regulations or on any matter
relating to its affairs "shall be final
and conclusive". No court shall
have the jurisdiction "to entertain
or determine any suit, or applica·
tion, or question or institute
proceedings on any ground regarding the validity of such
decision".
The proposed amendments also
state that an election or a political
party "shall not be declared invalid
because of failure to comply with
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ALIRAN
PUBLICATIONS AND TAPES
Books in English

Speeches by AI iran President Dr Chandra Muzaffar

e

REFLECTIONS ON THE MALAYSIAN
CONSTITUTION - $12.20 0
A compilation of .. pers presented at a Conference on
" Refl"'ions on the Malaysian Constitution : 30 Years After
Merd eka." The topics addr-ed include the Historical
&ldcground, the Role o f the Monarchy, the Role of the
Judiciery, the Role of the Parliament , the Role of the
Executive , State a nd Federal Relat ions, the Rule of Law,
Fundamental Liberties, the Ethnic Dimension and Islam in
t he Constitutio n.

e FREEDOM IN FETTERS - $10.20 0
Comprehensive study of the state of democtacy in
Malaysia . Deals with all the major laws and institutions
ralevent to a n understanding of democracy in Malaysia. It
exa mines all the major trends and developments which ha ve
influenced the practic e of democracy in Malaysie.
• DIALOGUE ON DEMOCRACY - $3.20 0
Collection of speeches made by leaders of various political
..rties and public interest societies in connection with the
Th ird Dialogue of Conctwn on Parlia mentary Democracy.
• CORRUPTION - $420 0
An e~~sily readable, informative and analytical collection of
..person various as pects of this social scourge presented by
Aliran officia ls a nd guest speakers at a n Aliran seminar on
Conuptlon.
ISSUES O F THE MAHATHIR YEARS - $11 .00 0
This book consists of press statements, articles and short
speeches of Aliran officials. Th e important sUbJects dealt
w ith includ e human rights and democracy. financial
scandals and the Officia l Sec<ets Act. The compilation
prov1des a useful mirror of a crit ical phase in Malays1a n
h istory. t he resolution of which is not o ver .

e

1. AN ISLAMIC STATE OR A SECULAR STATE ?
($5.00 +postage 0 .50) 0
This speech deals with various Issues involved in the
Islamic State V$ Secular State co ntroversy . It suggests a
non-sectarian sp iritua l alternative wh1cll is in hne with
Aliran's philosophy.

2. THE REA L THR EAT ($5.00 +postage 0 .50) 0
An ana lysis of how certain elements In Government are
trying to manipulate etllnic feelings in o rder to strengthen
their political position. Tile sneaker argues that th1s 1s the
real threat to t he nation's well-being.

3. CHALLENGES FACING ASIA ($5.00 + postage 0.50)

0

The speech outlines the awesome challenges faced by
Asians today and suggests ways to deal with them . It
identifies the cruc1al areas that have stood in the way of
progress and good government and insists that unless
effective transformation first takes place in these areas, no
lasting or meaningful change can come about.
4 . OPPOSE OSA (THE OFFIC IAL SECRETS ACT )

($5.00 +postage 0.501 0
In this analysis of the 1986 amendments to the Official
Secrets Act, an attempt IS made to spell out the consequences of that law for freedom and democracy. The public
is s hown how their right to know would be affected and
how public acrountabiltty would lose its meaning.

5. DEVELOPMENT- FOR WHOM?
($5.00 +postage 0 .50) 0
A studied criticism of the authorities for the wastefu I
spending, for obsession with prestige projects and for
excluding the poorer segments of society from main-stream
development. The talk deplores the increasingly elittstlc
trend in development as a betrayal of the people's dream of
a just society.

NATION ON TRIAL - $12.00 0
These last five years have been tumultous ones for Malaysia
in many respecu. In many spheres o f national life, the
country appears to be slipping. This is manifested in the
weakening of democratic foundations and the rise of
liUt horitarianism in gowrnment, corruption and financial
scandals, lack of aocountability and an absence of integrity
among people a t the helm of th e nation's affairs , violation
of human r~hts, a declining economy and increasing
unemplo yme nt. In the midst of all this , Aliran continues to
demand a saner political a nd economic system.

e

6. WHO IS DESTROY ING THE RUKUNEGARA?
($7 .00 t postage 0.85) 0
This tape contains two speeches on the Rukunegara
which attempt to show how and why the Government 1n
particular had dev1ated from the principles and goals of the
nation's charter . The speakers are Allran Presi~ent Dr.
Chandra Muzaffar and Aliran Executive Committee
member, Gan Te1k Chee.

Books in Bahua Malaysia
• 5 PERSOALAN - $3.70 0
Apakah Asia Tangga ra Selarnat7 Mengapa Ttrda ..t
Kemiakinan Dalam MaJyarakat Kita7 Apakah Dia Kebudayaan Nasional? Mengapa Adanya Kekurangan Rurnah?
MengaPIJ Wujudnya Polarisui Ka um7 Dapatluin jawapannya
dala m buku ini.

• ISA DAN KESELAMATAN NEGARA - $520 0
Buku ini membic:arakan undang-undang ISA. Ia mernaparka n tenta 119 ketidakadilannya, tentang kezalim•nnya. Ia
cuba memberi gambaran tentang ... sebenarnya yeng
berllku pada bulan Oktober 1987 bila lebih 100 orang
d itengk ap d i bawah ISA.
e CABARAN.CABARAN SEMASA - S7 20 0
Suatu k ajia n ya ng mendalam tentang cabaran-cabaran yang
k lta hadapi da lam b idang demokrasi, ekonomi, kernasyara katan , pandidikan , k e manusiaan , hak asasi manusia dan
hal-ehwal antarabRngsa.
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provisions in its constitution if the
rcsu1 t would have been the same
had they been adhered to".
There is no need to state the
obvious : the amendments are yet
another attempt to prevent the
Judiciary from exercising its right
or review. Judicial review is that
one most crucial ingredient in the
entire system of checks and
balances that characterises a parliamentary democracy.
If the Judiciary does not have
the right to check wrongdoings in
political partie$, who will be able to
look after the interests of the
aggrieved? How can one assume
that each and every decision made
by a political party - in effect its
leadership - is just and fair? What
if certain decisions are motivated
by self·interest?
After all, the experiences of
certain political parties in our
country, notably UMNO and the
MIC, reveal that the desire of the
party President to remain in power
whatever the costs and consequences, has been a major consideration in a number or important
decisions. 1t is thls desire for power
which has led to turmoil and
turbulence in these parties.
When ot.her party leaders realize
that there is no remedy to their
legitimate grievances through party
avenues they invariably tum to the
courts. How can one deny these
individuals their basic human right
to seek redress from the judicial
system?
In the course of the last. two
years, the Judiciary has been ousted
!rom a number of areas which are
vital to human rights and democracy. When it comes to the right. of
expression and the Publications
Act. the Judiciary has no powers.
When it comes to detentions and
the Internal Security Act (ISA), the
courts have no authority. Even
when it comes to the Judiciary's
own sphere of jurisdiction, it has no
rea] powers.
In the wake of the latest move
involving polllica1 parties, people
are now asking what is going to
happen to our courts. Quo vadis
the Judiciary? Quo vadis, Malaysian
democracy?
These are important questions to
ask for the man who is castrating
the Judiciary and throttling democracy is the Chairman of a highlevel committee charged with the
task of strengthening democratic
institutions in the Commonwealth.
What a joke!

28 October 1989

liran's Quarterly Report
T
his is the second quarterly report that we are publiabing in the
ifomllly in order to inform the public of Alhan's activities.

1. PREPARATION OF THE MONTHLY
'
The Monthly continues to be published and it is one or Aliran's most
important activities. The Editorial Board, comprising volunteers, gets
help from other members as well.

As we mentioned before, we welcome contributions from our readers articles, cartoons, letters, etc.
2. PRODUCTION OF BOOKS

A1ira.n produces books in both languages -English and Bahasa Malaysia.
This year we produced two books in English.

i. Issues of the Maflatltir Years
iL Notion On Trial
We also prOduced !SA doll Kesefomoton Negoro in Bahasa Malaysia.

3. MARKETING CASSETTE TAPES
We have prOduced two tapes this year:
i. Rukunegara (from a talk in Penang)
ii. Demokrasi (from a talk in Kelantan)
4. ORGANIZATION OF FORUMS
Aliran has organized severalfotums in various parts of Peninsular
Malaysia, such as Kuala Trengganu, Kuantan, Johore Bahru and
Teluk lntan.
Recently we bad a forum in Sungal Petani, entitled, "Economic Policies
in the 90s".
We also held another forum in Kua.la Lumpur last October, entitled,
"Freedom and Democracy in Malaysia".
In early November we held a seminar in Kuala Lumpiii discussing the
theme: "The Human Being: Pe.rspeetive.s from different spiritual
traditions... Participants include those from Indonesia, Singapore,
Philippines and Thailand.

We a1so organized a talk, entitled "Pcranan Islam Dalam Masyarakat
Berbilang Ag:ama cU Asia Teng:ara1• in Kuala Lumpur' the night before
our seminar, mentioned above.

5. INTERNAL ACOVITIES FOR MEMBERS
As mentioned in the first quarterly report, we have members in places
such as Kota Klnabalu, Kuala Lumpur, Petaling Jaya, Kla.ng and
Pulau Pinang.
Members get together to know one another over $11Tay and other
refre~hmcnts, to discuss social issues, watch videos on social issues, and
write letters about these issues.
Our membenhip varies l'tom state to state.
Alhan welcomes new members who can actively participate in the movement.
If you are interested to become a member you can write in to our
address below for a copy of Aliran's Basic Principles.

After reading the booklet you may want to write in Cot m appUcation
form.
O~a

address is:

ALl.RAN
No. 7 Lill(ong Pontai Jerjok 2
Toman Cemury
Bow Uhan
I 1700 PIJau Pinang
or
P.O. Box 1049
I 0830 I'll/au Pinong

Chandra Muzafiar
President

HON. SECRETARY

(The above statement lws not

appeared in any daily - Ediror.)
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RUMOURBECOMES FACT
contd. from page 40
leak in the SPM Bahasa Malaysia
Paper One. These allegations were
reportedly made ,by parents and
candidates from Perak, Selangor
and the Federal Territory.
As to whether there was any
basis for these allegations, a
Examination Syndicate spokesman
said, "Such claims are quite
common. We receive them almost
every year, and we report them to
the police every time".
However, he clarified that as
"technical errors" were discovered
in Bahasa Malaysia Paper One, after
the original paper one printed in
blue sheets were sent out to the
various states, they had to come
out with the alternative paper
printed in white sheets to avoid
confusion. He did not elaborate
what these "technical errors" were.
Meantime, the public learnt that
there was also a leak in the Bahasa
Malaysia Paper Two which was conducted on the same day as Bahasa
Malaysia Paper One. Two local
newspapers reported that students
had paid S 100 each for the
question papers. One daily said
paper two was identical to the ones
students had bought.
But according to the Syndicate
spokesman, the question of candidates having to resit for the Bahasa
Malaysia Paper Two did not arise at
that juncture: "We have to wait for
the police to complete their
investigations".
But was there a leak? Education
Minister Anwar Ibrahim told
newsmen at Parliament house that
there was "still not enough
evidence" to conftml a leak.
uwe cannot really tell if there is
a leak. If there was, we should have
been alerted before the examination started. At this stage, there is
no basis for allegations of a leak.
They are merely rumours," he
added.
No basis? Only rumours? But
what about the claim by Acting
City CID chief Deputy Supt
Bahadom Baharum that police had
obtained copies of Bahasa Malaysia
Paper Two from a tutorial institute
ln Kuala Lumpur about two weeks

before the examinations? lie said it
might tum out to be "the real
thing". This paper was immediately
sent to the Synd1cate to detem1ine
whether there was a leak.
Why · didn't the Examination
Syndicate cancel the o riginal paper
two and substitute it with an alternative paper whlch was always
available? The evidence, which
according to the police 1mght be
"the real thing", was given to the
Syndica.te two weeks before the
examination for its venfication.
Why was no action taken to spare
the students of the agony of having
to re-sit the paper subsequently?
The Education Minister said: "We
should have been alerted before the
examination started." The authorities had indeed been alerted but to
no availl Wasn't two weeks
sufficient time?
Why did the
Syndicate act
irresponsibly? Why ilid it carry on
with the original paper two when
there was evidence of a leak in its
possession?
1s verification such a complicated and monumental task that it
cannot be done immediately? What
highly sophisticated methods were
employed in the verification tllat
two weeks were insufficient for this
purpose? Isn't it true that you compare the original against the duplicate supplied by the police? Unlike
medical verification, isn't it true
that one is not required to run
numerous tests either to conftml or
eliminate certain possibilities? Jt is
merely a straight-forward, simple
task of comparing the original with
the duplicate to determine if they
were similar. That doesn't require
special skills! It is not a timeconsuming task!
Yet on Nov 3, Deputy Minister
of Education Woo See Chin was
quoted as saying that the Examination Syndicate was still trying to
verify whether the copies were the
same as the original. When pressed
why it was taking so long, Mr. Woo
repeated, "The syndicate is still in
the process of verifying. However,
we are puzzled by the allegations
because we have a very safe security
system for setting test questions
and printing and circulating the
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papers".
He further said that the Mirlistry was conducting its own
investigations because of the
possibility of an "inside job".
The same day, it was reported
that according to tl1e Perak Education Director Datu.k Mohamad
Khalid Abdul Halim, several SPM
candidates pulled a prank by claiming that Bahasa Malaysia paper one
had been leaked because they did
badly in the paper. He said the department had irlformation that
the candidates from Kampar had
typed out the questions immediately after the examination and
showed the copies to other candidates, claiming they obtained the
paper much earlier. This sounded
more like a prank from the Education Department itself!
Bahasa Malaysia Paper One was
held on Oct 31 from Sam to 930
am, followed by Paper Two from
10 am to 1130 am. He did not
elaborate how. in the space of halfan-hour, these candidates managed
to rype out the questions. Did they
bring along their typewriter before
the examination for this very purpose of playing a prank in the midst
of two very crucial papers? Isn't it
stretching the imagination too -far?
Where did they type? Who saw
them type? Didn't it look odd to
their parents that their son was
lugging a typewriter to the
examination hall when all that he
required was a pencil box?
On Nov 4, the Education Ministry claimed in the Star it did not
receive any copy of the "leaked"
Bahasa Malaysia Paper Two from
the police about two weeks before
the examination. Deputy DirectorGeneral of Education (ll) Datuk
Haji Omar Mohamad Hashim said
the Ministry only received duplicate
copies of parts of the question
paper from students who claimed
there was a leak after the paper.
"That is why we still say there is no
leak. What we have now is not a
leak but rumours of one", he added.
Datuk Omar claimed
the
Examination Syndicate did not infoml the Ministry that the police
had sent the syndicate question
papers obtained from a tuition

centre for verification. "This
morning, I received the syndicate's
latest report on the matter. There is
no mention of such papers. It
would have been reported to me if
the papers were found to be a
duplicate of the original," he added.
Why didn't the syndicate
mention the question papers from
the police when it submitted its
report? Why was the syndicate
unable to verify whether the papers
it had received from the police were
in fact a duplica'te of the original?
In any case, the director-general's
response was very strange. Just because the syndicate's report did not
mention that it had received those
papers from the police, he had
naively concluded that the leakage
was onJy a rumour! Does he read
newspapers~ It was first reported
on Nov 2 that the polic,e had sent
such papers to the syndicate and
this was repeated in the newspapers
on Nov 3. The Deputy Minister of
Education was aware and even said
that the syndicate was trying to
verify whether the copies received
from the police were a duplicate of
the original.
Datuk Omar could have queried
the syndicate why no mention was
made of these papers. Why didn't
he, as a responsible officer, contact
ilie syndicate to verify the fact on
the day this was reported In the
newspapers? He should have shown
some interest and initiative as he
had even said that the police
Investigation had affected the
examination's credibility.
Finally, on Nov 10, exactly 10
days after the candidates had set
for the paper and 24 days after the
police had sent the papers to the
syndicate, the leak in the Bahasa
Malaysia Paper Two was confioned.
The
Examination
Syndicate
announced that all SPM and SPVM
candidates would have to resit the
paper at 9 am on Nov 15.
The above fiasco raised some
serious questions:
1. On what basis was it confirmed
that there was a leak? Did the
papers obtained by the police
tally with the original paper set
by the syndicate?
2. Wasn' t it possible for the syndicate to verify this before the

examination started on Oct 31?
And if it wasn't, why not?
3. Couldn't the syndicate substitute the alternative paper on Oct
31, instead of allowing the candidates to take the original paper?
4. If it could have used the alternative paper for paper one, couldn't
the same procedure be adopted
for paper two in view of the
evidence produced by the police?
5. What last minute "technical
errors" were discovered in paper
one that necessitated the use of
the alternative paper?
6. Why were there shortages of
question papers, data books and
mix-up of question papers that
compelled the NUTP to conclude: "This is the worst year in
the history of examinations.
They amount to a horror story"?
7. A few years ago there was a
breach in the security system

when the STPM Geography
paper was leaked and the candi- ;
dates had to resit for the paper.
We were promised then that the
security system would be tightened
against future leakages. What steps
were taken to improve the situation?
The Ministry of Education, the
Examination Syndicate and the
Examination Council all owe the
public an explanation. Their credibility in' conducting public
examinations has been shattered
and there is an urgent need to
repair this damage.
Only an independent commission of inquiry, headed by a retired
judge, will provide truthful answers
and suggest solutions. Only such a
commission will salvage their
tattered reputation. We hope the
government will respond positively
to this appeal.
e

Riches and honours are what
everyman desues. But if they can be
obtained only by transgressing the
right way, they must not be grasped.
Poverty and obscurity are what
every man detests, but Ji they can
be avoided only by transgressing
the nght way, they must not be
evaded
-CONFUCIUS
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ACCOUNTABILITY

RUM OUR
BECOMES FACT
THE EXAMINATION LEAK FIASCO

Sweating it out at there-sit for Bahasa Malaysia Paper Two.
ore than 236,300 SPM
candidates - nearly a
quarter million - sitting
for the Bahasa Malaysia Paper One
on the first day of the examination
on Oct 31 , 1989, had a rude shock.
They were unaccountably issued a
white sheet question paper instead
of the usual blue.
There was no explanation; there
was no clarification. There was only
consternation among the candl·
dates!
The following day, a daily reported that an Examination Syndi·
cate officer had declined comment
on the matter.
Imagine that! Here was an
important issue involving a crucial

M

The way the authorities
dragged their feet in dealing
with the leak in the SPM
Bahasa Malaysia paper h~
raised serious questions which
unless answered will
undennine the credibility of
those responsible, says

P. RAMAKRISHNAN.

public examination paper affecting
thousands upon thousands of students, parents, teachers and the
public, and yet there was this total
flagrant disregard for the principle
of accountability. Where a clarifica-

tion would have been in order, the
authorities chose to be completely
silent.
According to an unidentified
source, the paper issued was a stand·
by one. This source ,was further
quoted: " The standby paper is used
when a leak is suspected in the
actual paper or as a precautionary
measure for other reasons". However, he declined to confum if a
leak was suspected.
On Nov 2, the newspapers
reported that the Examination
Syndicate had lodged a police
report following allegations of a

Continued on page 38
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